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ABSTRACT
THERMOELECTRIC TRANSPORT IN DISORDERED 
ORGANIC AND INORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS
MAY 2021
MEENAKSHI UPADHYAYA
B.E, VISVESVARAYA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY
M.TECH, VELLORE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Zlatan Aksamija
The need for alternative energy sources driven by the escalating energy crisis
has led to extensive research on optimizing the conversion efficiency of thermoelec-
tric (TE) materials. TE efficiency is governed by the figure-of-merit (ZT) and it has
been an enormously challenging task to increase ZT> 1 with bulk materials, despite
decades of research due to the interdependence of material properties. Most doped
inorganic semiconductors have a high electrical conductivity and a moderate Seebeck
coefficient, but ZT is still limited by their high lattice thermal conductivity. One
approach to address this problem is to decrease the thermal conductivity by means
of alloying and nanostructuring. Another approach is to consider materials with an
inherently low thermal conductivity on account of their disordered structure such
as polymers, and optimize their power factor through doping. In the first part of
this dissertation, thermal transport in nanostructures of silicon-based Group-IV al-
loys is studied by employing the phonon Boltzmann transport equation formalism
vii
with full phonon dispersion and a partially diffuse momentum-dependent specularity
model for boundary roughness scattering. The results show thermal conductivity in
Si-Ge nanostructures including thin films, superlattices (SLs), nanowires (NWs), and
nanocomposites (NCs) to be well below their bulk counterparts, almost reaching the
amorphous limit. Thermal transport in nanostructures is tunable by extrinsic bound-
ary effects such as sample size in thin films, period thickness in SLs, length/diameter
in NWs, and grain size in NCs. Additionally, boundary/interface properties, such
as roughness, orientation, and composition, also play a significant role in thermal
transport and offer additional degrees of freedom to control the thermal conductivity.
The latter part of the dissertation examines the effects of disorder on the TE
properties of semiconducting polymers based on the Gaussian disorder model for site
energies, while employing the Pauli’s master equation approach to model hopping
between localized sites. The effect of various manifestations of disorder, including
positional disorder, energetic disorder, as well as correlation in both energy and wave-
function overlap distributions, on the electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and
Lorenz number is studied. Disorder leads to inherently different transport, and min-
imizing energetic disorder and correlation while increasing positional disorder results
in a higher TE power factor.
Conjugated polymers need to be doped to increase charge carrier density and
reach the electrical conductivity necessary for electronic and energy applications.
While doping increases carrier density, Coulomb interactions between the dopant
molecules and localized carriers, causes broadening and a heavy tail in the electronic
density of states (DOS). It is shown that the width and shape of the DOS dictated
to a large extent by the distribution of dopants, governs the trade-off relationship
between electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient; a homogenous distribution
of dopants leads to a narrow gaussian DOS and improved charge transport while a
heterogenous distribution of dopants leads to a wide heave-tailed DOS with increased
viii
energetic disorder. The long-range Coulomb interaction is much more pronounced in
polymers than in inorganic semiconductors because of their low dielectric permittivity.
It is shown that the dopant induced energetic disorder can be overcome by increasing
the size of the dopants and the dielectric permittivity, improving charge screening
and transport, resulting in a simultaneous increases in conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient. Doping is also more effective at higher dielectric permittivity as carriers
contribute more readily to transport in the absence of the deep Coulombic tail of the
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1.1 Thermoelectrics: Background and Theory
The global need for sustainable energy sources has led to extensive research on
more cost-effective and energy-efficient thermoelectric (TE) materials. TE devices
can generate electricity from the application of a temperature gradient, or vice versa,
through the Seebeck and Peltier effects. Most of the energy we use begins and ends as
heat, with more than 60 quads being lost to the environment annually in the US alone
[115]. TEs hold the key to efficient harvestation of thermal energy from waste heat
in industrial processes and engines, to solar energy from parts of the solar spectrum
which cannot be efficiently captured by photovoltaics. TE generators are solid-state
devices with no moving parts, and they are silent, reliable, and scalable. Si-based
thermoelectrics offer ease of integration with existing microelectronics, opening up
the possibility for on-chip cooling and improved thermal management in ultra-scaled
CMOS circuits [36, 144, 156]. However, their modest efficiency and relatively high
cost have hampered their widespread adoption. Organic semiconductor based TEs
offer advantages such as low cost due to inexpensive fabrication methods and large-
area production, solubility in common solvents, and solution processing [153]. They
are also potentially disposable and have lower potential for negative environmental
impact [116], which makes them a very attractive choice for commercially viable TE
applications [40, 66, 46]. However, both waste heat recovery and on-chip cooling re-
quire materials with high TE conversion efficiency in order to be competitive with
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other technologies. TE conversion efficiency is given by the ratio between heat ab-





) √ZT + 1− 1√
ZT + 1 + TC
TH
 , (1.1)
where TH and TC are the absolute temperatures of the hot and cold sides of the
system between which the temperature gradient is applied and the resulting heat flux
is maintained while T̄ is the average temperature inside the TE device.
Conversion efficiency is governed by the dimensionless figure-of-merit ZT, whereas,
the maximum value achievable is determined by the Carnot limit. It is important to
note that in Eq. 1.1 a small TH − TC results in lower conversion efficiency, but only
requires a small ZT to reach the maximum, whereas, a large TH−TC results in higher
efficiency, but at the expense of needing a larger ZT as shown in Fig. 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. TE conversion efficiency η as a function of ZT with TC=300 K and
TH=350, 400, 600, and 1000 K. As TH increases, so does the Carnot limit, requiring
a larger ZT to reach it.
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where α is the Seebeck coefficient, σ is the electrical conductivity, T is the absolute
temperature, and κ = κl+κe is the total thermal conductivity composed of electronic
(κe) and lattice contributions (κl). The electronic component of thermal conductivity
is related to the electrical conductivity through the Wiedemann-Franz law κe = LσT
[54], where L is the Lorenz number.
1.2 Silicon based thermoelectrics
Most doped inorganic semiconductors have a high σ and a moderate Seebeck co-
efficient (α), but ZT is still limited by their high lattice thermal conductivity, which
is mainly due to the lattice contribution from phonons, κph. The lattice contribu-
tion typically dominates over that of the charge carriers, electrons or holes, κe, and
provides the one independent property which can be tuned, at least to some extent,
without adversely affecting the power factor (α2σ). Si in its bulk form has a thermal
conductivity of 146 Wm−1K−1 [61, 128] at room temperature and this limits the ZT
to about 0.05 [107], almost two orders of magnitude below the value of ZT=3, which
is considered desirable for solid-state TE devices to replace the conventional methods
of cooling and power generation [122]. However, a more modest ZT of 1.5 − 2 may
suffice for kW-range applications such as vehicle heat recovery, car cooling/heating,
and home co-generation [190].
It has been an enormously challenging task to increase ZT> 1 with bulk mate-
rials despite decades of research due to the interdependence of material properties.
Alloying is one approach that has been successful in improving the TE conversion
efficiency of many bulk materials, including Si [17], where alloys of Si and Ge with
varying composition have been typically used for TE conversion at high temperatures
having ZT> 1 around 900 K [166]. The improvement in ZT of bulk alloys comes pri-
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marily from the order-of-magnitude reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity κph
caused by the dramatic increase in phonon scattering from the random mass variation
present in the alloy. Semiconductor alloys often make good thermoelectrics because
they closely resemble the phonon glass electron crystal (PGEC) concept [1]: they re-
tain an ordered crystal structure but introduce disorder through mass variation. Mass
disorder dramatically reduces lattice thermal transport while affecting electrons to a
much lesser degree. However, the lattice thermal conductivity in Si1−xGex alloys
reaches a broad plateau for concentrations 0.2 < x < 0.8 [128], limiting the amount
of reduction in lattice thermal conductivity which can be achieved through alloying
alone. This can be overcome by combining the effect of alloying with the use of
low-dimensional nanostructures. The approach to maximizing ZT by utilizing low-
dimensional nanostructures was first proposed theoretically by Hicks and Dresselhaus
[68, 67, 45], which has led the way to numerous studies on Si1−xGex alloy nanostruc-
tures, such as SiGe thin films [31], Si/Si1−xGex superlattices [100, 99, 113, 8, 184],
nanowires [86, 195, 98, 71, 181] and nanocomposites [78, 193, 5]. Reducing physical
size of the conductor below some threshold, typically given by the phonon mean free
path (MFP) in the bulk material, is expected to bring about a two-fold benefit: first
is a significant decrease in the thermal conductivity resulting in an improvement of
TE conversion efficiency [78, 135, 214]. The second is the increase in the electronic
Seebeck coefficient and the resulting power factor (PF) due to the reduction in the
dimensionality. However, there is still much speculation over the effect of quantum
confinement on electrons and its effect on the PF as the physical thickness required to
achieve sufficient confinement dips below 10 nm [156]. Nonetheless, reducing lattice
thermal conductivity without significantly affecting the Seebeck coefficient or electri-
cal conductivity can still dramatically increase the overall ZT so thermal conductivity
engineering through nanostructuring should be pursued in its own right as a viable
path toward improving TE conversion efficiency.
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1.3 Polymers as thermoelectric materials
Another approach is to consider materials with an inherently low thermal conduc-
tivity on account of their disordered structure such as polymers, and thus do not re-
quire further processing such as nanostructuring to reduce it. Thermal conductivity in
π-conjugated polymers such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), polypyrrole (PPY),
polycarbazoles, polythiophenes, polyaniline (PANI) and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) (PEDOT) [126, 216, 103, 46] is at least an order of magnitude lower than inor-
ganic compounds, with lattice thermal conductivity typically <1 Wm−1K−1 [87, 116,
108]. Conjugated polymers are poor electronic conductors for two principal reasons:
their morphology has a significant disorder, and they do not have intrinsic free charge
carriers. Therefore, they need to be doped, i.e., oxidized or reduced, to increase the
density of free carriers and thus improve their electrical conductivity [35, 87]. These
free carriers in the oxidized or reduced polymer impart electronic and optoelectronic
properties of conjugated polymers that form the basis of organic electronics.
A long-standing problem in TEs has been to effectively decouple electrical conduc-
tivity from the Seebeck coefficient and control them independently as doping polymers
in order to improve the electrical conductivity has the undesirable effect of signifi-
cantly reducing their Seebeck coefficient to a range in the order of tens of µVK−1 [170],
resulting in a trade-off between Seebeck and conductivity. Hence, precise control of
the amount of doping is critical for obtaining the maximum power factor, and fur-
ther progress of polymer TEs will rely on altering the trade-off between Seebeck and
conductivity. Nonetheless, doping polymer blends with a minor additive component
has been shown to simultaneously increase the electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient [170]. Also, polymer-CNT composites and organic-inorganic composite
materials have been shown to possess higher ZT values due to increased electrical
conductivity of these materials [211, 126, 178]. Further improvements by mixing with
graphite/graphene, carbon nanotubes, or inorganic TE nanoparticles have also been
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observed [40]. Doping PEDOT with counter ions has shown to increase the TE effi-
ciency up to two orders of magnitude depending on the counter-ion size [39]. Recently,
PEDOT:Tos with enhanced Seebeck coefficient of 210 µV, electrical conductivity of 70
Scm−1 with a resulting ZT∼0.25 [25] and PEDOT:PSS with a PF of 469 µWm−1K−2
and ZT∼0.42 [87] has been reported, making them a viable alternative to inorganic
materials.
When one end of a TE is heated, the charge carriers transport heat and move away
from the hot junction to the colder end creating a voltage difference. In reverse, when
a voltage is applied, the charge carriers transport heat from the cold end to the hot
end. Thus, the transport of charge carriers is central to the function of thermoelectric
devices. Polymer systems do not possess the long-range order found in their inorganic
counterparts; they are inherently disordered and charge transport can be described
as a hopping process. The design of efficient polymer TEs requires consideration of
disorder in addition to optimizing the doping concentration. Progress in raising their
conversion efficiency has been sporadic and severely hampered by the complexity of
their thin film structure and a lack of systematic guidelines for materials discovery and
improvement. For all these reasons, optimizing the properties of conjugated polymers
for any application becomes empirically multivariate and complex. Simulation is a
powerful tool to understand transport in these materials and investigate the effect of
disorder on the TE performance of these materials.
1.4 Outline
We consider TE transport in both inorganic crystalline and organic disordered
semiconductors. First, we employ alloying and nanostructuring as a means to reduce
the thermal conductivity and consider four types of nanostructures with progressively
more complex geometrical shape. All the relevant intrinsic scattering mechanisms
spanning 3-phonon anharmonic umklapp and normal, isotope, impurity, and alloy
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mass-difference are included. We use the full phonon dispersion calculated from the
adiabatic bond charge model and we describe roughness scattering at the boundaries
of the nanostructures through a momentum-dependent specularity parameter. We
focus on SiGe alloys as the underlying material and demonstrate ways to utilize
nanostructuring with the goal of reducing the lattice thermal conductivity in order
to improve the figure-of-merit and increase the overall TE conversion efficiency. We
begin in Ch. 2 with SiGe alloy thin-films and superlattices, where diffuse interface
scattering results in highly anisotropic thermal transport, with conductivity below
that of a random alloy. It is shown that thermal conductivity can be further minimized
by growing short-period Si/Si1−xGex SLs with the SiGe layer thicker than the Si one.
In Ch. 3, we study length-dependent thermal transport in SiGe nanowires (NWs).
Calculation of the lattice thermal conductivity is based on solving the pBTE using
the Monte Carlo (MC) technique to sample phonon mean-free-paths in the Si-Ge
NW in order to fully capture the interaction between the strong alloy scattering in-
side the wire and partially diffuse roughness scattering at its boundaries. We show
that phonons exhibit a mix of rare micron-long free flights, interspersed with diffuse
scattering due to alloy mass disorder and interactions with the rough boundaries. Col-
lectively, this leads to a heavy tailed distribution of phonon mean-free-paths (MFPs),
typically found in Lévy walks [20, 14]. This unique feature fundamentally changes
transport in Si-Ge NWs and causes superdiffusion, which is evidenced by a sub-linear
κ(L) ∝ L1/3 length scaling over a broad range of wire lengths (10 nm< L <10 µm)
and a complete absence of a direct ballistic-to-diffusive transition. Similarly, we find
the time evolution of mean-square energy displacement to be superlinear (σ2(t) ∝ tβ,
with β=1.34), confirming superdiffusive transport of phonons in Si-Ge NWs. Finally,
we turn our attention to the geometrically most challenging case, which is that of
nanocomposites, where the heterogeneous and complex structure of the nanocompos-
ite is modeled based on the Voronoi tesselation and the phonon Boltzmann equation.
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We find that thermal conductivity decreases with average grain size, analogous to the
thickness dependence in superlattices; we then proceed to study the impact of grain
size distribution and length dependence of thermal conductivity of the composite
material.
In Ch. 4 - 6 we investigate the TE properties of disordered organic semiconduc-
tors employing a modified hoping based Gaussian disorder model (GDM), and we
use Pauli’s master equation (PME) approach to calculate the site occupational prob-
abilities. In Ch. 4 we explore the effect of various manifestations of disorder on the
TE properties of organic semiconductors. We show that stronger overlap between
sites can improve the electrical conductivity without adversely affecting the Seebeck
coefficient. Positional disorder aids the formation of new conduction paths with an in-
creased probability of carriers in high energy sites, leading to an increase in electrical
conductivity. In contrast, energetic disorder leads to increased energy gap between
sites hindering transport and adversely affects conductivity, however, the increased
energy gap also leads to a lower average site energy and a small increase in Seebeck
coefficient. Consequently, positional correlation negatively affects conductivity, while
correlation in energy has no effect on TE properties of polymers. Our results also
show that the Lorenz number increases with Seebeck coefficient, largely deviating
from the Sommerfeld value, in contrast to band conductors. The design of efficient
polymer TEs requires consideration of both positional and energetic disorder, as well
as the Lorenz number, in addition to optimizing the doping concentration.
In Ch. 5 we show that while doping increases carrier density, it causes broad-
ening and a heavy tail in the otherwise Gaussian density of states (DOS) due to
Coulomb interactions between the dopant and the polymer which is further enhanced
with dopant clustering. We use a modified Gaussian phonon-assisted hopping model
to include the effect of dopant clustering and find that the width and shape of the
DOS is controlled by the distribution of dopants and are both critical to the relation-
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ship between electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient. We fit experimentally
determined iodine-doped P3HT and PDPP4T to our simulations and find that the
changing size and shape of the heavy-tailed DOS distribution brought on by doping
dictates the slope of the Seebeck vs. conductivity tradeoff curve. We conclude that
reducing the dopant-carrier Coulomb interactions and minimizing dopant clustering
can have a beneficial impact on conductivity, hence, precise control of the amount of
doping and distribution of dopants are both critical for obtaining the maximum PF.
The charge-charge Coulomb interactions between the dopant and the polymer is
much more pronounced in polymers than in inorganic semiconductors because of their
low dielectric permittivity. In Ch. 6 we show that raising the dielectric constant of
a polymer counteracts the dopant-induced broadening of the DOS and results in a
simultaneous increase in the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity. We find
that dopant-induced the energetic disorder closely follows the Coulomb interaction
energy with the nearest dopant. At low doping the carrier mobility first decreases
with doping, due to the trap states in the tail of the DOS being filled first, followed
by rapidly increasing at high doping levels. We relate the dopant-induced energetic
disorder to a reduction in the Seebeck coefficient while deep traps in the heavy tail
cause a collapse in conductivity. Increasing the dielectric constant from 3 to 12 nearly
restores the intrinsic DOS, resulting in a large increase in the power factor. We also
show the impact of dopant size on Coulombic disorder and mobility. Our results
indicate that doped polymer composites with high dielectric permittivity are a fertile
new avenue to decrease Coulomb interactions, improve charge transport in conjugated
polymers, and develop high performance organic electronic materials.
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CHAPTER 2
LATTICE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN SIGE
NANOSTRUCTURES
SiGe alloys with varying composition have long been employed in TE energy
conversion applications, such as NASA radio-isotope TE generators, and have ZT>1
around 900 K [166]. The improvement in ZT is primarily from the order-of-magnitude
reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity κph due to the mass-difference phonon
scattering induced by alloying. However, the lattice thermal conductivity in Si1−xGex
alloys reaches a broad plateau between 0.2 < x < 0.8 [128], which limits the lowest
conductivity achievable through alloying. The mass-difference scattering that domi-
nates lattice transport in the alloy depends on the difference in atomic mass between
Si and Ge, and the average mass in the alloy given by MSi(1− x) +MGex. Initially,
increasing the Ge concentration moves the average further from the Si mass, resulting
in an increase in the scattering rate; however, increasing the Ge concentration past a
certain point (around x=0.2) comes at the expense of moving it closer to the increas-
ingly large fraction of Ge atoms in the alloy, resulting in a broad plateau in thermal
conductivity vs. composition [8]. Hence, additional methods of reducing the lattice
thermal conductivity are required. Within this plateau, nanostructuring results in
stronger decrement of thermal conductivity (3 to 5 times lower than the bulk) than
variation in Ge composition, while outside the plateau, compositional variation dom-
inates. Lattice thermal conductivity in nanostructures is dominated by scattering
from the rough boundaries or interfaces between layers, even at room temperature.
Therefore, boundary/interface properties, such as roughness, orientation, and com-
position, are expected to play a significant role in thermal transport and they offer
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additional degrees of freedom to control the thermal conductivity in semiconductor
nanostructured alloys. The objective is to use nanostructuring and alloying methods
which have been proposed to boost ZT in order to improve conversion efficiency of
semiconductors while staying within the limits of what is achievable through experi-
mental approaches and fabrication.
2.1 Phonon transport model
Most theories that simultaneously capture both electron and phonon transport in
crystalline solids employ the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE). The BTE the-
ory can explain a broad range of relevant effects in bulk or homogeneous materials,
including the dependence of the electrical conductivity, the thermal conductivity,
and the Seebeck coefficient on temperature, impurity content, isotope scattering, and
quantum confinement [27] and can be complementary to other methods, such as
Molecular Dynamics (MD). We focus herein on the lattice thermal conductivity via
the transport of phonons; by solving the time-independent phonon Boltzmann trans-
port equation (pBTE) in its relaxation-time-approximation (RTA) form, the steady
state distribution function can be obtained, which is then used to determine lattice
heat conductivity. In steady-state, the time independent pBTE is given as [30]
~υBTE,~q · ~∇Nb,~q(x, y, z) = −
Nb,~q(x, y, z)−N0b,~q(T )
τ intb (~q)
. (2.1)
As indicated in the pBTE, the steady-state phonon distribution Nb,q(x, y, z) is a func-
tion of the phonon branch b, wave vector ~q and position in 3D space (x, y, z). Here
τ intq is the relaxation time due to all the intrinsic scattering mechanisms occuring in
the interior of the material, including both resistive umklapp and non-resistive normal
anharmonic phonon-phonon, isotope, impurity, and alloy mass difference interactions.
τ intq can be obtained using the standard single-mode RTA from elasticity theory [138]
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or from first principles, which typically leads to a quadratic [198] or cubic [48] fre-
quency dependence of the anharmonic scattering rates in the long-wavelength limit.
The equations hold for each branch, and inter-branch scattering is included in τ intb (~q).
In the calculation of relaxation time τ intb (~q) for a phonon in branch b and with wave
vector ~q, we consider normal (N) and umklapp (U) three-phonon scattering, impu-
rity (I, if present through doping or defects), and mass-disorder scattering (Mass)
with branch and momentum dependent relaxation times τb,N(~q), τb,U(~q), τb,I(~q), and
















When two materials are combined into an alloy, in this case Si1−xGex, variation in
the local atomic mass leads to perturbations of lattice waves, which results in strong
mass-difference scattering of phonons. In alloys, mass-disorder scattering will have
three components: alloying, isotopic mass variation, and the small local strain field
induced by variations in the atomic species (Si or Ge). The scattering strength will
be proportional to the total fraction of mass-disordered constituents [30]
ΓMass(x) = ΓAlloy(x) + ΓIso + ΓStrain(x). (2.3)





where fi is the proportion of material i with mass Mi, while the average mass is M̄ =∑
i fiMi [138]. The strength of the alloy mass-difference scattering has a quadratic
dependence on the ratio between the masses of constituent atoms (Mi) and the average
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alloy mass (M̄) in Eq. 2.4. In the present case of Si1−xGex alloys, the mass disorder
depends on the Ge fraction.
ΓAlloy(x) = x(1− x)
(MGe −MSi)2
(xMGe + (1− x)MSi)2
. (2.5)
The primary driver of thermal conductivity reduction from pure Si or Ge to the SiGe
alloy is the quadratic dependence on the Ge concentration in alloy mass-difference
ΓMass(x). The energy dependence of the alloy scattering rate follows a Rayleigh-like








where V0 is the volume per atom and D(ω) is the vibrational density of states per
unit volume [56]. The total energy dependent vibrational density of states is given







δ [ω − ωb(~q)] . (2.7)
The volume integral of the energy-conserving delta function over the whole first Bril-
louin zone (BZ) is calculated from the full phonon dispersion using the extrapolation
method of Gilat and Raubenheimer [60]. In this method, the BZ is discretized and the
area of the intersection between the constant-energy surface described by the delta
function δ [ω − ωb(~q)] and each discretization cube is calculated. Then the areas are
divided by the gradient of the dispersion and summed [59, 58].
The contribution due to isotopic variation in each of the constituent materials can
be obtained by combining the isotope constants for each pure material as
ΓIso(x) =
(1− x)ΓSiM2Si + xΓGeM2Ge
(xMGe + (1− x)MSi)2
, (2.8)
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where the pure Si and Ge isotope scattering constants ΓSi and ΓGe were taken from
Ref. [138]. An additional component to alloy scattering arising from the strain field
due to the difference in lattice constants of pure Si and Ge and their alloys has been
proposed. The contribution due to strain is then given by [3]




where aSiGe(x) is the composition-dependent alloy lattice constant, taken in the virtual
crystal approximation, including bowing [151]. The empirical strain parameter is
taken to be ε = 39 [2]. It is estimated on the basis of the impurity model [91] and is
in good agreement with experimental results for SiGe alloys. For most values of Ge
concentration x, the strain contribution ΓStrain(x) is found to be much smaller than
the mass-difference component.
The resistive anharmonic phonon-phonon scattering rate was calculated for di-






where the speed of sound ῡb of each branch b is determined from the average slope
of its dispersion curve near the Γ point, and M is the average atomic mass. The
Grüneissen parameter γb was obtained for each branch from the phonon dispersion
and has the value of 1.1 for the longitudinal acoustic branch and −0.6 for the two
transverse acoustic branches. The expression in (2.10) contains the exponential term
e−Θb/3T in the temperature dependence, which controls the onset of resistive umklapp
scattering for each phonon branch through the branch-specific Debye temperatures









where the vibrational density of states (vDOS) Db(ω) =
∑
~q δ [ω − ωb(~q)] was cal-
culated for each phonon branch b from the full dispersion, as described previously.
This way, the temperature dependence of the contribution from each phonon branch
to the total thermal conductivity is correctly represented.
In the bulk case, the crystal is assumed infinite and uniform. The distribution is
only a function of temperature and in the absence of boundaries and interfaces, the
solution of the pBTE equation is simply given by




In contrast, boundaries and interfaces play an important role in the solution of pBTE
in nanostructures. Hence, in nanostructures, an extrinsic relaxation rate τ−1b,B(~q) due to
boundary-roughness scattering is added. Each time a phonon reaches the boundary,
the probability of it not being scattered by the roughness is captured through the






with ∆ being the rms boundary roughness (typically 0.1 < ∆ < 1 nm, depending
on sample quality and processing) and Θ being the angle between the direction of
propagation of the phonon wave and the boundary normal. The specularity parameter
allows us to capture both the magnitude and the angle dependence of the scattering
and distinguish between the contribution to the heat flux from phonons travelling
into the boundary (small Θ, hence smaller p(~q) and more scattering) and phonons
travelling parallel to the boundary (large Θ and larger p(~q), leading to less scattering).
The specularity parameter is used in solving the pBTE as a boundary condition, with
[1− p(q)] giving the fraction of the incoming phonons which are scattered randomly.
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As boundary scattering is a momentum-randomizing elastic process, the scattered
phonons will carry zero heat flux, so they can be represented by the equilibrium Bose-
Einstein distribution, leading to a boundary condition of the form
Nb(~q)
+ = p(~q)Nb(~q)
− + [1− p(~q)]N0b,T (~q). (2.14)
with “+” and “-“ representing the solution before reaching and after leaving the
boundary, respectively, and N0(~q) is the equilibrium Bose-Einstein phonon distri-
bution of phonon mode ~q in branch b. The boundary scattering rate for a film of











where a mode-dependent scaling factor Fp(~q,H) is given by
Fp(~q,H) =
[1− p(~q)] {1− exp [−H/τ intb (~q)υb,⊥(~q)]}
1− p(~q) exp [−H/τ intb (~q)υb,⊥(~q)]
. (2.16)
This formulation of interface scattering allows for the rates of internal (intrinsic) and
boundary roughness scattering to be added together, despite their interdependence
[180]. The factor given by Eq. (2.16) encapsulates the competition between boundary
and internal scattering: the effective strength of boundary scattering will depend on
the relative strength of the competing internal scattering mechanisms.












where τb(~q) is the total phonon relaxation time, [for a bulk sample, τb(~q) = τb,Internal(~q)
from Eq. (2.2)]. In the multi-layer SL structure, there is an additional contact
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scattering term due to ballistic limits on the phonon mean free path imposed from the
ends of the sample and given by τ−1b,C(~q) = υb,‖/L [12]. Phonons obey Bose-Einstein
statics so their equilibrium distribution is given by the Bose-Einstein distribution
function. The phonon heat capacity per mode Cb (~q, T ) is consequently given by




[e(~ωb(~q)/kBT ) − 1]2
. (2.18)
All the phonon branches have to be considered in the calculation of heat transport [92],
although optical branches represent standing waves with very low group velocities and
hence contribute comparatively little to the overall thermal transport relative to their
acoustic counterparts. Despite this, in some nanostructures with strong boundary
scattering, the contribution from the acoustic branches decreased to the point that
the optical phonons, which do not scatter as often from boundaries due to their low
group velocity, can make a non-negligible contribution [176].
The υα,βb (~q) are the components of phonon velocity vector calculated from the
full phonon dispersion based on Weber’s adiabatic bond charge (ABC) model [200].
The ABC model includes interactions between ions, bond charges, bond bending,
and long-range electrostatic interactions, and has been shown to reproduce measured
phonon vibrational frequencies in virtually all Group-IV [201, 155], III-V [169, 155],
and II-VI [147] semiconductors with excellent accuracy. It has also recently been
re-parametrized from first principles [38]. The ABC phonon dispersions for Si can be
found in Refs. [6], and for Ge in Refs. [201, 155]. Vibrational properties of Si1−xGex
alloys, including phonon dispersion and velocity, are calculated in the virtual crystal
approximation (VCA) [2], which has been shown to accurately capture the phonon
modes of random alloys [97]. VCA is applied to SixGe1−x by replacing the mass-
disordered lattice by an ordered virtual crystal with randomly distributed atoms of
constituent materials. The full phonon dispersion allows accurate treatment of the
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inherent anisotropy which arises out of the combination of phonon focusing and the
momentum-dependent boundary-roughness scattering.
2.2 Lattice thermal conductivity in SiGe alloy thin films
The calculated thermal conductivity of bulk and thin-films as a function of vary-
ing Ge composition is shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The strong quadratic dependence on
germanium concentration dominates the variation in thermal conductivity. In addi-
tion, effect of nanostructuring in reducing thermal conductivity is observed in thin
films. Our results are in agreement with experiemental data by Cheaito et al. [31].
In the composition range of 0.2 < x < 0.8 thermal conductivity quickly decreases
with increasing germanium composition and then it reaches an almost flat plateau.
Additionally, inside the plateau region, changing the thickness has a much greater
effect on thermal conductivity than variation of Ge composition, while outside the
plateau, compositional variation dominates. As the film thickness decreases, alloying
induces smaller changes in the thermal conductivity as size effects begin to dominate.
Significant reduction in the thermal conductivities of thin films are observed as com-
pared to bulk, which is due to boundary scattering of the long wavelength phonons
which are the primary thermal carriers. Consequently, for minimum thermal conduc-
tivity, we want to have composition inside the plateau region in combination with
nanostructuring well below the bulk limit.
A similar alloy reduction for AlxGa1−xN alloys at high temperature using the
virtual crystal approximation has been shown by Liu et al. [111]. Their model
demonstrated the dependence of thermal conductivity on Al fraction which results
in homogeneous plateau, in which the strongest composition dependence occurs at
very low or very high Al mass fraction, as a result the strongest reduction of thermal
conductivity is achieved when Al or Ga mass fraction is between 0.1 and 0.9. A
similar trend is observed in our model for SixGe1−x alloy, as shown in Fig. 2.1(a).
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More specifically, the thermal conductivity reduces from 200 W/mK for Al1Ga0N to
50 W/mK for Al0.9Ga0.1N and 20 W/mK for Al0.5Ga0.5N, about a factor of 10 decrease
in conductivity for the 50% GaN case; the reduction in conductivity is much higher
in SiGe alloys, about a factor of 18, as the conductivity reduces from 146 W/mK for
Si1Ge0 to 8 W/mK for Si0.8Ge0.2.
Fig. 2.1(b) is complementary to Fig. 2.1(a) as it shows that decreasing film thick-
ness results in reduction of thermal conductivity. Our results are again compared to
and in agreement with experimental data by Cheaito et al. [31]. For example, for
a SiGe layer with 20% Ge concentration, thickness of 39 nm, and boundary rough-
ness of 0.35 nm, the calculated thermal conductivity is 1.83 W/mK, which is also
in agreement with the experimental data. The interesting crossover behavior in the
x = 0.8 (largest Ge composition) is caused by the lower phonon velocity of germa-
nium which leads to a smaller thermal conductivity in the limit of ultra-thin samples.
In Fig. 2.1(c), the calculated thermal conductivity of Si1−xGex thin films is plotted
against sample thickness for different boundary roughness, showing reduction in con-
ductivity with decreasing film thickness. The behavior of thermal conductivity as
the thickness is reduced to the sub nanometer regime depends on the model and the
assumptions therein. Cahill’s minimum thermal conductivity model [29] implies that
the scattering rate has an upper bound which is reached when the phonon lifetime
equals one period of vibration. Hence the upper bound on the scattering rate is given
by τ−1max = ω/π. Including this maximum scattering rate given by Cahill’s minimum
thermal conductivity model allows us to reproduce the experimental values for amor-
phous Si (1 W/mK) and Ge (0.6 W/mK). Setting this upper bound on the phonon
scattering rate leads to thermal conductivities which converge to the values given by
the minimum conductivity model, as shown by solid lines in Fig. 2.1(d).
In the completely diffuse limit (p=0), the boundary scattering rate is proportional
to thickness, and the conductivity scales linearly with thickness. If the boundary scat-
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Figure 2.1. (a) Thermal conductivity as a function of Ge composition is plotted for
bulk and Si1−xGex thin-films of 100, 300, and 500 nm thichness at room temperature.
The symbols correspond to experimental data on the thickness series (upward trian-
gles) and composition series (rightward triangles) by Cheaito et al. [31]. The plot
demonstrates strong quadratic dependence on the Ge composition with a plateau be-
tween 0.2 < x < 0.8. (b) Thermal conductivity of Si1−xGex alloy is plotted versus film
thickness for four different germanium composition values of 0.2, 0.345. 0.45, and 0.8
at room temperature. The symbols correspond to experimental data on the thickness
series (upward triangles) and composition series (rightward triangles) by Cheaito et
al. Decreasing the film thickness causes significant reduction in the thermal conduc-
tivity for different compositions.(c) Thermal conductivity of Si1−xGex alloy is plotted
versus film thickness for five different roughness values of 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and 1 nm
at room temperature for germanium composition of 0.2. The solid lines represent the
conductivity tending to the amorphous limit and the dashed lines show the conductiv-
ity scaling with thickness below the amorphous limit. Increasing the roughness yields
a gradual reduction in thermal conductivity, starting as the film thickness dips below
10 µm and reaching the amorphous limit as the thickness approaches the nanometer
scale. (d) The same plot on a log-log scale to show the conductivity scaling linearly
with thickness below the amorphous limit (dashed lines). Taken from Ref. [184].
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tering rates are allowed to scale with decreasing thickness above τ−1max, then thermal
conductivity gradually dips below the minimum value predicted by the minimum
thermal conductivity model, often referred to as the amorphous limit, as shown by
dashed in Fig. 2.1(d). In that case, the trends are in agreement with recent mea-
surements below the amorphous limit by Feser et al. [51]. More generally, this model
connects the boundary specularity p(~q) with roughness and finds that specularity de-
pends exponentially on the rms roughness ∆; when thickness is reduced to the point
that boundary roughness becomes comparable to the thickness, the exponential de-
pendence of conductivity on roughness becomes more prominent and the conductivity
would tend to zero at a slower rate than the linear dependence predicted by the com-
pletely diffuse model. Hence, the dependence of the thermal conductivity on thickness
would also include the consideration of roughness and the amorphous limit is reached
when both roughness and thickness become comparable to the unit cell size (0.543
nm in Si). In addition to the thickness dependence, increasing the boundary rough-
ness also produces a reduction in thermal conductivity due to increased boundary
scattering, as indicated in Fig. 2.1(c), more emphasized in thin films before satura-
tion is reached at large thickness values. Increasing the boundary roughness yields a
reduction in thermal conductivity, more emphasized in larger samples as at smaller
scales the conductivity is already limited by the size of the sample and increasing the
boundary scattering will not reduce it further.
2.3 Lattice thermal conductivity in SiGe superlattices
SiGe SLs are bi/multi-layered structures composed of regular alternating layers
of Si, Ge or SiGe of varying composition, wherein the individual thickness of each
layer is on the order of a few nanometers to several tens of nanometers. SLs have
been found both experimentally and theoretically to have thermal conductivity below
that of bulk Si1−xGex alloys due to the combined effect of alloying and quantum
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confinement of particles due to nanostructuring [100, 99, 113, 8, 184]. Bismuth-based
SLs have been reported to possess very high figures of merit of around 2.6 [186].
The impact of SL structure on lattice thermal conductivity has been attributed to a
number of effects such as modification of the phonon spectrum, phonon localization,
and scattering of phonons at the rough interfaces. Thermal conductivity of Si/Ge
SL samples was measured to be lower than that of the corresponding alloy films [72],
while in other materials, such as GaAs/InAs and bismuth-based SLs, the thermal
conductivity was measured to be higher than that of the alloy film having equivalent
overall composition. Initial research on lattice thermal conductivity in superlattices
was concentrated on lattice dynamics and the effect of periodicity on the phonon
velocity [73], but measured values of thermal conductivity could not be accounted
for entirely by considering reflections at interfaces and reduction in phonon velocity
due to confinement, measurements indicated an increase in thermal conductivity with
increasing period thickness, conflicting the expected trend due to intrinsic effects [32].
Thermal transport in semiconductor SLs can be separated into two main directions
based on symmetry: one being parallel to the plane of the layers, called the in-plane
transport [85] and the other being perpendicular, called the cross-plane transport.
The cross-plane direction is typically of much more interest for TE applications due
to its lower lattice thermal conductivity [27, 28]. In SLs with small period thickness,
phonons are scattered by atomic-scale roughness present at the boundaries between
successive layers. Roughness scattering is especially prominent in the cross-plane lat-
tice thermal conductivity, which is governed by extrinsic rather than intrinsic effects
[32, 164, 207]. This is particularly true for Si/Ge and Si/Si1−xGex SLs, where the
large mismatch between lattice constants and other material properties can lead to
significant imperfections and appreciable roughness at the interfaces between layers,
typically having several monolayers (ML, where 1 ML≈0.13 nm) of roughness between
the dissimilar layers in the SL [72]. Therefore, interface properties, such as roughness
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[125], transport direction and crystal orientation [6], in addition to alloy composition
[44], are expected to play a significant role in thermal transport. They offer additional
degrees of freedom to control the thermal conductivity in semiconductor nanostruc-
tures based on SLs, thereby opening up possibilities for further enhancement of the
TE figure-of-merit through the reduction in lattice thermal conductivity.
Inside each layer of superlattice, every time the phonon reaches the boundary of
that layer, one of two things must happen: the phonon will either continue traveling
unscattered to the neighboring layer; this occurs in the case of a specular interaction,
with probability given by the momentum-dependent specularity parameter p(~q), given
earlier in Eq. (2.13). In the alternate case, called the diffuse case, the phonon will be
scattered in a random direction with probability 1−p(~q). The addition of boundaries
in one of the crystal directions breaks the symmetry and increases the anisotropy of
the thermal transport between the direction of transport and the direction normal
to the boundaries. In general, since the boundary scattering rate for each phonon
mode depends on the angle between its group velocity and the boundary normal,
phonons interacting with the boundaries at low angles of incidence will undergo fewer
and more specular collisions, thereby contributing more to transport in the direction
parallel to the boundaries and increasing the anisotropy.
Once the thermal conductivity tensor κ for each of the two alternating layers
is obtained, it can be decomposed into the two primary in-plane and cross-plane
components. Owing to the cubic crystal symmetry of the underlying lattice, the tensor
is diagonal. However, the diagonal components are not all equal due to the periodic
SL structure breaking the rotational symmetry. From the full thermal conductivity
tensor Eq. (2.17), we can compute thermal conductivity by projecting it along any
direction as καβ = n̂ακn̂β with n̂ being the unit vector along the direction of transport
[7]. Subsequently, the conductivities of the two repeating layers in the SL will be
combined in series for cross-plane transport and in parallel for in-plane transport;
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however, the cross-plane direction also has a small additional component of thermal
resistance due to the acoustic mismatch between the layers, which adds a Kapitza



















The acoustic impedance mismatch (AIM) term has been found to add only a minor
correction to the overall thermal conductivity in the extreme case of a Si/Ge SL,
and even smaller in alloy-based SLs due to smaller mismatch when both layers are
composed of SiGe alloys [8].
The additional scattering of phonons at the imperfect interfaces separating the SL
layers leads to a two orders-of-magnitude reduction in thermal conductivity compared
to bulk in Si/Ge SLs (Figs. 2.2(a) and 2.2(b)). The resulting thermal conductivity
is lower than that of a Si1−xGex alloy with the same proportions of Si and Ge in
agreement with [175]. This can be attributed to the additional boundary roughness
scattering of phonons, especially the low-energy (long wavelength) acoustic phonons
which are not strongly scattered by the Rayleigh-like mass-disorder scattering, given
previously in Eq. (2.6). The lowest thermal conductivity is achieved when each of
the layers is an alloy, which requires that the two layers are made up of different alloy
compositions. In such a SL, thermal conductivity reaches almost to the amorphous
limit due to the combined effect of strong mass-difference scattering internal to the
alloy layer and roughness scattering at the boundaries between the alloy layers, seen
in Figs. 2.2(c) where both the layers are Si1−xGex/Si1−yGey alloys with different com-
position of x=0.2 and y=0.8. In SLs, both period thickness and total length play an
important role; however, total sample thickness is only significant when the rough-
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ness is small and the phonon MFPs are not interrupted by the roughness scattering
at the layer boundaries before they can reach the sample ends, as shown for both pure
Si/Ge (Fig. 2.2(b)) and alloy SLs (Fig. 2.2(d)). The dependence on both sample and
period thickness is more pronounced in pure Si/Ge SLs where the absence of alloy
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Figure 2.2. Room temperature cross plane thermal conductivity of a Si/Ge SL vs.
(a) SL bi-layer period thickness with fixed total sample thickness of 200 µm and (b)
total sample thickness with fixed period thickness of 10 nm. Cross plane thermal
conductivity of a Si0.8Ge0.2/Si0.2Ge0.8 as a function of (c) bi-layer period thickness
with total sample thickness of 200 µm and (d) total sample thickness with period
thickness of 10 nm, for five different boundary roughness values of 0.05 nm, 0.1
nm, 0.25 nm, 0.5 nm, and 1 nm. Increasing the boundary roughness yields further
reduction in thermal conductivity. Taken from Ref. [184].
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Fig. 2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b) show the in-plane conductivity for the Si/Ge and
Si0.2Ge0.8/Si0.8Ge0.2 SLs. The in-plane thermal conductivity is higher due to the
reduced effect of the boundry roughness scattering, which is more emphasized as the
thickness of the individual layers is reduced. The inset figures show the anisotropy
ratio (in-plane/cross-plane conductivity), which has the highest value at small layer
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Figure 2.3. Room temperature in-plane thermal conductivity of (a) Si/Ge and (b)
Si0.8Ge0.2/Si0.2Ge0.8 SL. Results are plotted as a function of bi-layer period thickness
for five different boundary roughness values of 0.05 nm, 0.1 nm, 0.25 nm, 0.5 nm, and
1 nm (the total sample thickness is 200 µm). (Inset) The anisotropy ratio as a function
of total sample thickness showing increasing anisotropy as thickness is reduced. Room
temperature lattice thermal conductivity of (c) Si/Ge and (d) Si0.8Ge0.2/Si0.2Ge0.8 bi-
layers with the period thickness fixed at 20 nm. The total sample thickness is 200
µm, while the thickness of the first layer is varied from 0 to 20 nm. Taken from Ref.
[184].
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Varying the relative thickness of the two layers, while keeping both period and
total sample thicknesses fixed at 20 nm and 200 µm, respectively, shows that the
lowest thermal conductivity occurs when the Si layer is thinner than the Ge layer in
pure Si/Ge SLs (Fig. 2.3(c)). This is due to the lower intrinsic thermal conductivity
of Ge (κ u 56 Wm−1K−1 at room T [61]). In contrast, alloy SLs have lower thermal
conductivity when the Si-heavy layer (with x=0.2 of Ge) is dominant (thicker) and
the second Ge-heavy layer (with y=0.8) is thinner, as shown in Fig. 2.3(d). This
is again caused by the layer possessing lower thermal conductivity being preferred;
in the alloy case, it is predominantly the Si layer which has lower conductivity (as
seen from the asymmetry of the curves toward the Si side in Fig. 2.1(a), especially in
the bulk case) due to the smaller Si mass being further from the alloy average than
the heavier Ge mass, causing more mass-disorder scattering, as defined in Eq. (2.5).
Hence, composition must be precisely taken into account when designing SiGe SLs for
TE applications because the lattice thermal conductivity will in general be minimized
by making the layer with lower thermal conductivity thinner; for example, in a SL
where only one layer is composed of an alloy (while the other is either pure Si or pure
Ge), the non-alloy layer should be made as thin as possible in order to emphasize the
contribution from the roughness scattering, while the alloy layer can be made thicker
since the mass-disorder will keep its conductivity low. The quantum dot superlattice
system measured in [160] and [13] has alternating layers of silicon and SiGe quantum
dots which are around 1-2 nm thick. The diameter of these dots is smaller than the
average phonon mean free path and they form very efficient scattering sites. In our
model we can treat this as layers of silicon separated by very rough boundaries, with
20 nm thick Si layers and boundary roughness of 1.2 nm the thermal conductivity is
12.1 W/mK, very close to the measured value of 11 W/mK with 20 nm Si layer and
quantum dot layer of 1.2 nm.
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2.4 Conclusion
This chapter describes the lattice thermal conductivity in nanostructured SiGe
alloys, including thin films and SLs. We solve the pBTE with the full phonon disper-
sion and a momentum-dependent specularity model for boundary roughness scatter-
ing, that effectively captures the interplay between intrinsic and interface scattering
mechanisms. There’s an order-of-magnitude reduction in thermal conductivity due to
alloying, and further decrease is achieved in nanostructures, with conductivity near-
ing the amorphous limit. Thermal conductivity is optimized in SLs by reducing the
overall thickness of the superlattice period, increasing the roughness of the interfaces,
and either introducing alloying into both layers of the superlattice or minimizing
the thickness of the pure layer in Si-alloy superlattices. The results demonstrate
tunablity of thermal transport through boundary and interface properties including
structure size, roughness, and composition, that are relevant to guiding the design of
nanostructured SiGe alloys for TE applications.
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CHAPTER 3
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN SIGE NANOWIRES
AND NANOCOMPOSITES
As seen in the previous chapter, alloy scattering combined with boundary scat-
tering leads to an enormous reduction in thermal conductivity which is expected to
lead to an improvement in ZT. The increase in ZT observed in thin Si wires [69] is
due to the reduction of lattice thermal conductivity arising from the strong scattering
of phonons with roughness at the boundaries of the wires [125]. Theoretical calcu-
lations predicted that the reduction of thermal conductivity due to alloy scattering
combined with the effect of boundary scattering could lead to even more dramatic
improvements of ZT in SiGe-based nanowires (SiGe NWs) [161]. Subsequent MD
simulations showed that, while the maximum reduction of thermal conductivity in
bulk SiGe alloys exceeds one order of magnitude, the reduction in alloy NWs is only
a factor of 5 [33]. Several measurements of thermal conductivity in thin SiGe NWs
with rough boundaries were performed [88, 209, 98] and confirmed the weak diameter
dependence of thermal conductivity in SiGe NWs, indicating that thermal transport
was dominated by alloy (mass-difference) scattering, even at low Ge concentrations.
Hsiao et al. studied length dependence in SiGe NWs and found a linear trend, at-
tributed to ballistic transport, with a clear transition to diffusive regime at lengths
exceeding 8.3 µm [71]. In bulk SiGe alloys, on the other hand, Vermeersch et al. [188]
have argued that the phonon transport, on time scales up to 2 ns, shows clear signs
of superdiffusion; a form of diffusion in which the mean square displacement is no
longer a liner function of time, it is >1.
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Semiconductor NWs are typically grown using the VLS procedure [102], producing
a circular geometry which leads to the usual Casimir limit τ−1B ∝ vs/D in the case
where boundary scattering is independent of angle [205]. However, no closed-form
solution to the BTE can be found for the case where there are both partially specular
boundary scattering and strong internal (umklapp+alloy+defect) scattering present
[204], and Mathiessen’s rule is often used to combine the rates due to boundary
scattering with the intrinsic mechanisms [195]. The closed-form solution used in the
planar (membrane or thin film) case [8, 159] is not valid here because the distance
from each point on the interior of the circular wire to the rough surface depends on
both the angle (determined by the phonon group velocity vector) and the point of
origin, in contrast to the planar case. In addition, the specularity of the boundary
depends not only on the roughness, but also on the angle of incidence between the
phonon and the local boundary normal [6, 167].
To overcome these challenges, we study thermal transport in SiGe NWs using
the phonon Monte Carlo (pMC) technique, which has been widely used to solve the
phonon Boltzmann transport equation (pBTE) [129, 34, 94, 76, 149, 143, 148]. The
pMC allows us to sample the phonon lifetimes [130] and find the combined phonon
lifetime in the presence of both intrinsic scattering (from anharmonic phonon-phonon
and mass difference interactions inside the wire) and partially diffuse boundary scat-
tering at the rough surface in circular wires [125]. We capture the anisotropy of ther-
mal transport in SiGe NWs [104] due to phonon focusing effects [6], by expanding the
pMC algorithm to include the full phonon dispersion [93, 131]. We use Weber’s Adi-
abatic Bond Charge model [202] to efficiently compute the full phonon dispersion of
bulk Si and Ge, and then combine them in the virtual crystal approximation (VCA).
This approach has been shown to accurately capture the vibrational frequencies and
group velocities of phonons in the alloy [97], as well as the thermal conductivity over
a broad range of compositions [184, 84].
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3.1 Phonon Monte Carlo model
In the phonon Monte Carlo algorithm, an ensemble of phonons is initialized ac-
cording to the Bose-Einsten distribution [130]. Then the free-flight time until scat-
tering of each phonon is determined by first selecting a random number rint., uni-
formly distributed between 0 and 1, and sampling the lifetime according to tint. =
−ln(rint.)τint.(~q) [127]. We find the combined lifetime with both intrinsic scattering
(from anharmonic phonon-phonon and mass-difference interactions inside the wire)
and partially diffuse boundary scattering at the rough boundary in circular wires. The
phonon lifetime τint(~q) combines all the intrinsic scattering mechanisms, including
anharmonic three-phonon interactions, impurity, isotope, and alloy mass-difference
scattering. The resistive umklapp phonon-phonon scattering rate is calculated in the
general approximation for dielectric crystals given in Eq.2.10 and the scattering from
mass differences due to the presence of mass variation in the alloy from Eq. 2.6 (the
details of which have been described in Sec. 2.1). Once the phonon free-flight time is
determined, each phonon travels along the propagation direction given by its group ve-
locity ~vg(~q), until scattering at the end of the ”free flight” at tint. or until it encounters
a boundary or contact, whichever occurs first. The boundary roughness scattering is
characterized through a momentum-dependent specularity [167] p(~q) = exp(−〈φ2〉),
where φ(~q, ~r) = 2~q · ŝz(~r) = 2qz(~r) cos ΘB is the phase difference between the incom-
ing wave and the outgoing specularly reflected wave at point ~r. The surface normal
unit vector at this point ~r is ŝ. We assume that the surface height z(~r) is a random
function of position on the rough boundary ~r with a Gaussian distribution, so that
〈z〉 = 0 and 〈z2〉 = ∆2, where ∆ is the rms height of the surface roughness [63]. When
a phonon reaches the rough boundary, another random number rspec. again uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1, is used to select between a specular (mirror-like re-
flection about the surface normal ŝ) and a diffuse (direction after leaving surface is
randomized) scattering. If rspec. < p(~q), then the boundary interaction is specular
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and the phonon is simply reflected at the boundary by flipping its momentum about
the boundary normal ~qfinal = ~qinit. − 2~qinit. · ŝ. Otherwise, the interaction is diffuse:
the phonon path is terminated and the boundary scattering time tB is recorded as
the time at which the diffuse scattering occurred and the process is restarted. We
also capture the quasi-ballistic contribution arising from phonons which reach the
contacts (at time tC) before scattering internally or at the boundaries. When all
the phonon flights are terminated in either internal or boundary scattering or at a






v2g(~q) min{tint., tB, tC}C(T, ~q) (3.1)
where C(T, ~q) is the modal volumetric heat capacity [130] and N~q, Ni are the number
of phonons and iteration in the simulation, respectively, both being typically 100,000.
3.2 Results and Discussion
Fig. 3.1 shows a comparison of our calculated results to the experimentally mea-
sured thermal conductivities reported in Ref. [98] for wire diameters below 100 nm
and alloy composition ranging from 6% Ge (Fig. 3.1(a)) to 86% Ge in (Fig. 3.1(h)).
The Monte Carlo simulation results are shown in dashed lines and symbols while the
solid lines represent the thermal conductivity from the solution of the BTE in the
RTA including boundary scattering. In Fig. 3.1, κe is the electronic and κph is the
phononic contribution to thermal conductivity. The MC model is in close agreement
with the RTA model, which has been validated in Ch. 2. Also, our results reproduce
the experimental values closely across a wide range of temperatures, diameters, and
compositions, with some discrepancy at the highest Ge composition, which may be





Figure 3.1. Thermal conductivity vs. temperature for different wire configurations.
a length=5.7 µm, diameter=56 nm and 6% Ge, (b) length=6.3 µm, diameter=97
nm and 8% Ge, (c) length=5.6 µm, diameter=45 nm and 10% Ge, (d) length=5 µm,
diameter=62 nm and 19% Ge, (e) length=11.6 µm, diameter=26 nm and 26% Ge, (f)
length=5.3 µm, diameter=26 nm and 27% Ge, (g) length=5.2 µm, diameter=65 nm
and 41% Ge, (h) length=6.2 µm, diameter=161 nm and 86% Ge showing a comparison
of results computed based on our RTA (cyan line) and MC (blue − ◦ −) model to
experimental values (red •) reported in Ref. [98]. Taken from Ref. [181].
3.2.1 Diameter and roughness dependence
Fig. 3.2(a) depicts the thermal conductivity vs. diameter for NWs of different
lengths and surface roughness ∆. The results were computed for NWs with 20%
Ge concentration at room temperature. The conductivity shows an almost linear
diameter dependence at intermediate diameter values for pure Si [205], where bound-
ary scattering is dominant. The deviation from this linear dependence increases
with alloying. Alloy scattering rate follows a Rayleigh-like trend (τ−1M ∝ ω4 be-
cause g(ω) ∝ ω2 in the long-wavelength regime) and suppresses the contribution of
higher-frequency phonons to thermal conductivity, whereas the low-frequency (long-
wavelength) phonons remain nearly unaffected.
The high-frequency phonons tend to undergo a more diffuse scattering at the
boundaries causing a stronger diameter dependence seen in Si NWs, whereas the low
frequency phonons undergo a more specular boundary scattering and have smaller
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Figure 3.2. (a) Thermal conductivity is plotted as a function of the wire diameter.
The diameter dependence is weak due to strong intrinsic scattering. Solid lines rep-
resent the BTE results and dashed lines represent Monte Carlo results. (b) Thermal
conductivity is plotted as a function of surface roughness. For ∆ values of 1 Åor less,
the conductivity is unaffected and it steadily decreases as the roughness is increased,
without any further significant decrease beyond 1 nm. Taken from Ref. [181].
diameter dependencies, indicating that it is the mid-range phonons that cause the
weak diameter dependence in SiGe NWs. Surface roughness dependence of thermal
conductivity is shown in Fig. 3.2(b). There is a steady decrease in conductivity with
an increase in surface roughness up to 1 nm due to more diffuse boundary scattering,
but further increase in roughness does not further reduce the conductivity, which
saturates to a value much lower than in pure Si NWs. However the reduction in
conductivity due to increased diffuse boundary scattering in SiGe NWs is not as
effective as in pure Si NWs, primarily in thin wires where boundary scattering is
dominant, due to the supression of the high frequency phonons by alloy scattering.
For a pure Si NW of 10 nm diameter and 100 nm length, we calculated a 75% reduction
in conductivity when surface roughness was increased from 0 to 1 nm, whereas the
reduction is about 52% for a SiGe NW of the same dimension.
3.2.2 Length dependence: ballistic and diffusive contributions
Next, we study the dependence of thermal conductivity on the length and com-
position of the NW. Fig. 3.3(a) shows the dependence of thermal conductivity from
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pMC simulations on NW length. The dashed lines and symbols are the Monte Carlo
results, while solid lines are the deterministic solution of the pBTE in the RTA,
shown for comparison, and they are in close agreement. We observe a gradual change
in thermal conductivity with length, as seen in Fig. 3.3(a), with the crossover to
purely diffusive transport only occurring at lengths exceeding 10 µm, far in excess of
the average phonon MFP and in agreement with measurements [71]. Alloying sup-
presses most of the high frequency phonons while the low frequency phonons possess
very long MFPs, allowing them to travel several microns without being scattered in-
ternally. However, even at very small NW lengths, we do not observe the linear trend
in the length dependence that would be characteristic of ballistic transport; instead,
we find in Fig. 3.3(a) that the conductivity scales as L1/3.
We plot the running exponent of our results, defined as α(L) = d lnκ(L)/d lnL
[157], in Fig. 3.3(b) and observe that all SiGe NWs follow the same trend regardless
of diameter, with α < 0.4 even when L <10 nm. In contrast, short Si NWs reach
the fully ballistic regime (characterized by α=1). The α ≈ 0.33 behavior has been
observed in many momentum-conserving systems [42], including 1-dimensional chains
[101, 121], alloy thin films [187], and, over a much narrower range of lengths, even thin
Si NWs [208]. However, the upper limit of length at which we still observe exponent
α ≈ 1/3 depends on boundary scattering: in a rough wire (∆=1 nm), the exponent
reduces to the diffusive α=0 at a shorter length than in a smooth wire (where ∆=0.2
nm). Diffuse boundary scattering limits the longest MFP and thus results in a more
uniform MFP distribution. Hence boundary scattering affects the range of length over
which we observe α = 1/3 but not the length-scaling exponent α. Alloy scattering,
on the other hand, results in an intrinsically different mode of transport having a
broader range of MFPs with very few purely ballistic phonons.
In order to shed further light on the origin of the κ(L) ∝ L1/3 length dependence,
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Figure 3.3. (a) Thermal conductivity as a function of length. The solid lines repre-
sent the RTA and dashed lines represent the MC results. The conductivity exhibits a
L1/3 behavior and gradually transitions into the diffusive regime at lengths exceeding
10 µm. (b) Exponent of length dependence α as a function of length. In SiGe NWs,
0.3 < α < 0.4 over a broad range of lengths, indicating non-diffusive transport. (c)
Thermal conductance G, as a function of length in Si and alloy NWs of varying diam-
eter, roughness, and composition. (d) Cumulative thermal conductivity as a function
of the phonon MFP for the three acoustic branches and their sum in bulk Si (dashed
lines) and Si0.5Ge0.5 alloy (solid lines), showing the broad range of MFPs in SiGe
alloy. Taken from Ref. [181].
linear trend in the experimental data [71]: we take the total resistance in the wire as










where κ(L) is the length dependent conductivity, L is the length of the NW, and
κdiff is the conductivity in the diffusive (L → ∞) limit. Since κ(L) and κdiff are
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known (Fig. 3.3(a)), we can rearrange Eq. 3.2 to calculate the ballistic conductance
GBal for different NW lengths. The ballistic conductance GBal of Si is equal to 10
9
Wm−1K−1 [127]. As seen in Fig. 3.3(c), when wire length is below 10 nm (much
smaller than the MFP in bulk Si) the ballistic conductance of Si NWs plateaus at 109
Wm−1K−1, matching the theoretical value; in contrast, the conductance in ultrashort
SiGe NWs is only ≈ 2× 108 Wm−1K−1, about 20% of the ballistic conductance. We
also observe that no more than a small fraction of the ballistic conductance is present
in SiGe NWs at any length, regardless of diameter and roughness. Hence, transport
in alloy NWs is never predominantly ballistic, indicating that the direct ballistic-to-
diffusive crossover picture is incomplete. The fraction of ballistic conductance reduces
as length increases but about 1% is still present at lengths exceeding 10 µm.
The unique properties of alloy nanostructures can be partly analyzed through
the prism of the conductivity vs. MFP plot, shown in Fig. 3.3(d). We observe
a much broader range of MFPs contributing to transport in alloys than in pure
Si. There is a large relative contribution to thermal conductivity made by phonons
having large MFPs, primarily found in the low-energy range of the acoustic phonon
branches where both mass disorder (alloy) and anharmonic scattering rates are low,
while the boundary scattering is more specular, owing to the large wavelength (small
q) of phonons in this range. We conclude that in the SiGe alloy, most phonons
have very short MFPs and conseqeuntly they make a relatively small contribution
to thermal conductivity, while fewer phonons have very long MFPs exceeding one
micrometer, but they make a substantial contribution to thermal transport. The
50% accumulation point where one half of the total thermal conductivity is reached
corresponds to MFPs of around one micrometer, implying that half of the heat is
carried by phonons with MFPs exceeding a micron; in contrast, such phonons only
contribute around 20% in pure Si.
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3.2.3 Phonon flight lengths and the diffusion coefficient
Next, we plot the distance along the NW traveled by one simulated phonon
through a sequence of free flights interrupted by scattering events. Each flight number
in the plot corresponds to a single free-flight between successive scattering events for
both Si (Fig. 3.4(a)) and Si0.8Ge0.2 (Fig. 3.4(c)). We focus on a Ge composition of
0.2 as that is typically found to be optimal for TE applications [189]. One phonon is
chosen from the ensemble at random as a representative and plotted, having found all
of the simulated phonons to exhibit qualitatively similar behavior. The scattering is
predominantly elastic, arising in both cases from boundary roughness, while in alloy
NWs there is a strong additional component due to mass disorder.









































































































































Figure 3.4. The distance traveled by one simulated phonon between successive
scattering events (blue dotted line), and the cumulative distance (red line) vs. flight
number is plotted for (a) a pure Si nanowire and (b) a Si0.8Ge0.2 nanowire. Also,
the time between scattering events (blue dotted line) and the cumulative time (red
line) is plotted vs. the flight number in (c) pure Si NW and (d) Si0.8Ge0.2 NW. Si
NWs have a more uniform distribution of distance and flight time between scattering
events, whereas in SiGe NWs we can see the short flights interrupted by long jumps.
Taken from Ref. [181].
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It is interspersed by less frequent inelastic (anharmonic phonon-phonon) events which
mix the phonon modes. We find Si NWs to have a more continuous distribution
of distances due to the series of relatively uniform flights characteristic of diffusive
transport, leading to a white-noise-like appearance seen in Fig. 3.4(a), which is readily
associated with Brownian motion and predominantly diffusive transport.
In contrast, phonon flights in SiGe NWs are comprised of sequences of many short
flights interrupted by rare long leaps, as evidenced by the micron-sized jumps in the
distance traveled by the phonon shown in Fig. 3.4(c). This behavior in the alloy
is a consequence of the strong mass disorder scattering, which has a Rayleigh-like
dependence on phonon frequency (τ−1M ∝ ω4) and affects the upper portion of the
phonon spectrum far more than the low-frequency modes. Viewing the whole phonon
ensemble collectively, the result is a heavy-tailed distribution of free-flight lengths,
shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The difference is especially prominent when we compare alloy
NWs to pure Si NWs, in which the tail of the phonon flight distribution decays
faster. Phonons making long jumps exceeding 1µm are more than twice as frequent
in SiGe NWs as they are in Si NWs, as seen in the distribution of flight lengths ∆x as
measured in the direction of heat flow along the NW. The difference alloy and non-
alloy steadily increases for longer leaps, in spite of alloy scattering causing phonons
in SiGe to have MFPs more than an order of magnitude shorter on average than pure
Si. The heavy-tailed behavior is characteristic of Lévy walk dynamics [43, 212], which
has already been linked to superdiffusive phonon transport in low-dimensional [37]
and alloy systems [188].
We further study the non-diffusive behaviour of phonons in alloy NWs by examin-
ing the time-dependent phonon transport calculated from our pMC simulations. The
time dependence of the mean square energy displacement (MSD) [41] is calculated
from σ2(t) = 〈∆x2(t)〉 and related to an exponent σ2(t) ∝ tβ. Consequently, the
diffusion coefficient σ2(t)/2t ∝ tβ−1. The exponent of length dependence α, shown
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Figure 3.5. (a) Histogram of the individual free-flight lengths in Si (red) and
Si0.8Ge0.2 NWs (blue). SiGe NWs show a larger proportion of long leaps, which
leads to a heavy-tailed distribution. (b) Diffusion coefficient vs. time. In SiGe NWs
we observe a broad intermediate regime in which the exponent of the diffusion co-
efficient is ≈ 0.33 over several orders of magnitude in time, whereas in Si NWs we
observe α = 1 in the ballistic regime followed by a smooth transition into the diffusive
(α = 0) regime. Taken from Ref. [181].
previously in Fig. 3.3(b), has also been related to the MSD through α = β − 1 [109].
In normal diffusion, where Fourier’s law remains valid, phonons undergo Brownian
motion resulting in β = 1 (as σ2(t) ∝ t) [163], which also means the exponent of
length dependence α = 0 and the conductivity is constant, independent of length. In
contrast, when the system size is smaller than the MFP, phonon flights are uninter-
rupted by scattering and their distance from origin grows in proportion with time;
hence, ballistic MSD is quadratic in time (β = 2), implying that α = 1 and the
conductivity is linearly proportional to length [105].
Our observed α = 1/3 scaling is attributed to an intermediate regime of superdif-
fusion: when 1 < β < 2 transport is neither entirely ballistic nor diffusive. Instead,
it is collectively characterized by a mix of long quasi-ballistic leaps, interrupted by
bursts of short, diffusive steps. Consequently, the diffusion coefficient σ2(t)/2t ∝ tα
should also imply a length exponent 0 < α < 1 in the superdiffusive regime. We plot
the diffusion coefficient σ2(t)/2t as a function of simulation time in Fig. 3.5(b), and
observe that α = 1/3 (and β = 4/3) over a wide range of time scales in SiGe NWs.
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In bulk SiGe alloys and SiGe thin films in the cross-plane direction, Vermeersch et al.
[188, 187] have shown that β=1.34, in close agreement with our findings, confirming
that our length scaling is a consequence of superdiffusion.
The range of lengths over which we observe superdiffusion (α ≈ 1/3 over 10
nm< L < 10 µm) far exceeds the average phonon MFP in the system; instead, it
maps directly to the wide range of timescales over which superdiffusion is observed
here in SiGe NWs (2 ps< t <2 ns in Fig. 3.5(b)) using the simple cut-off ts ≈
L/vs for superdiffusion in finite systems [101, 109], with vs being the speed of sound
(vs ≈ 5000 m/s in SiGe, depending on alloy composition). We observe that diameter
and roughness do not alter the exponent of the diffusion coefficient; instead, they
affect only the onset of the transition from superdiffusion (0 < α < 1) into purely
diffusive regime (α = 0), thus reducing the resulting conductivity in the steady-state
analogously to its length dependence in Fig. 3.3(a).
3.3 Thermal Conductivity in SiGe Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites (NCs) offer a tremendous advantage in their ease of manufactur-
ing compared to SL structures that have to be grown layer-by-layer from the ground
up and have high cost. NCs are made by relatively simple and cheap mechanical
processing of materials, such as ball milling the bulk material into a fine powder
of nanoscale grains, followed by spark plasma sintering into a nanostructured bulk
composite [112], thereby making such “nano-bulk” materials much more amenable
to scaling and commercialization [95]. However, the resulting NCs have a very het-
erogenous structure with grains ranging in size from a few nanometers to hundreds of
nanometers, typically following an exponential distribution [96]. The grain properties,
including atomic-scale grain-boundary roughness (GBR), orientation, and composi-
tion, will also substantially affect thermal transport in NCs, offering numerous ways
of adjusting their thermal conductivity by manipulation of grain size, shape, and
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crystalline angle distributions. Hence NCs can be designed to improve ZT by reduc-
ing lattice thermal conductivity by a combination of approaches including additional
scattering of phonons from the interfaces between nanoscale grains of dissimilar ma-
terials, alloys of different composition, or grains with different crystal orientation
[83].
3.3.1 PBTE model based on Voronoi tessellation
Our model for NCs is based on solving the phonon Boltzmannn transport equa-
tion with partially diffuse boundary conditions at the grain boundaries, similar to the
model described previously in Sec. 2.2, but modified to capture fully the complex het-
erogenous structure of the NC [5]. Voronoi tesselation (VT) is employed to discretize
the material into grains which resemble closely the complex random grain structure
of real NCs [146, 15]. A cubic region, typically several micrometers in each direction,
is discretized using the VT technique, which starts with a set of seed points and
determines the division of the simulation domain into distinct and non-overlapping
polyhedra. Each cell grows from its seed point until reaching its nearest neighbors
at which point a grain boundary forms. The grain boundary always bisects the line
connecting adjacent seed points [9]. Once the VT is complete, it provides critical
information about the morphology of the NC, including the size of each individual
grain, the grain size distribution, their interconnectivity (who the neighbors of each
grain are), as well as the area of the contact region between neighboring grains (see
Fig. 3.6). The grain-size distribution is typically log-normal when starting from seed
points uniformly distributed at random [50], but can be modified to follow other
prescribed size distributions [49].
When grain boundaries are introduced, the pBTE solution becomes position-
dependent along the direction of propagation of the phonon mode (b, ~q) because
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Figure 3.6. (a) A Voronoi diagram showing a 2-D slice of the constructed polyhedra
and the grain boundaries. (b) The resulting grain size distribution.
propagation of the incoming phonons, and scattering inside the grain. At the grain
boundary, phonons will interact with the atomic-scale roughness, and a fraction p~q
of the incoming phonons will pass through unchanged (coherent or specular part)
while the rest (1− p~q) will be absorbed by the boundary and re-emitted in a random
direction (diffuse part). An effective scattering rate ΓGBRi due to the interactions
of phonons with the GBR in the i-th grain can be defined by averaging the pBTE
solution over the volume of each grain [30, 196] to obtain the final expression for the















with Di being the average distance a phonon travels inside the i-th grain. Di can be
related to the cubic root of the volume of the grain Vi, calculated for each grain from
the VT, as Di = fiS
1/3
i , where fi is the dimensionless form factor which captures the
peculiarities of the specific geometry of each grain. For grains roughly approximated
as disks, f = 8
3π3/2
≈ 0.48. The parameter Fb,i(~q) fully captures the competition
between GBR scattering at the boundaries of the grain and internal scattering inside
the grain and is completely analogous to the one given previously for thin films,
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with Di replacing the film thickness L. The GBR scattering rate 1/τ
GBR
b,i (~q) in Eq.
(3.3) can be added to the rates due to intrinsic scattering processes internal to the
grain to obtain the total scattering rate of mode (b, ~q) in grain i as 1/τb,i(~q) =
1/τ int.b (~q) + 1/τ
GBR
b,i (~q).
In the steady state, the net heat flux through the boundaries of each grain must
be zero. Therefore, fluxes in and out of its neighbors and any external heating source
Qi applied to i-th grain must add up to zero. This assertion allows us to calculate
the temperature Ti inside the i-th grain from
∑
j=n.n.
Gij (Ti − Tj) + SiQi = 0, (3.4)
with the summation index j running over all the grains that neighbor grain i. The






with κi being the thermal conductivity of the i-th grain including the corresponding
GBR scattering rate. Here, dij = di+dj is the distance between the centers of the two
grains, i.e. the length of the straight line connecting the two centers, while di and dj
are the lengths of the line’s segments inside the i-th and j-th grains, respectively. Aij
is the surface area of the grain contact region separating the two grains. This way,
thermal resistor network is obtained, which can be solved iteratively [23], repeatedly
updating the temperature of each grain based on the past values of the temperatures
of its neighbors until convergence [23].
A heat sink is applied to the outer grains in the simulation domain so that the
boundary condition on temperature outside of radius r2 is kept constant. A heat
source Q is applied to the grains inside a radius r1 =1 µm around the center and is
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allowed to diffuse. Q is determined, upon iteration of the temperature, to ensure the
peak temperature in the center to be a few Kelvin (≈ 1%) above the temperature of
the heat sink. Convergence is reached when the total flux entering each grain equals
the flux leaving it and the temperatures of all grains reach a constant value. After
the temperature throughout the simulation domain reaches steady state (measured
by the relative change in the temperature from one iteration to the next), the effective







Effective thermal conductivity depends on the direction of heat propagation inside the
NC, leading to strong directional anisotropy which arises from the local morphology
of the grains, their sizes, and interconnections.
3.3.2 Results
We find that the lattice thermal conductivity decreases with average grain size,
as shown in Fig. 3.7(b), analogous to the thickness dependence in thin films and
SLs discussed in previous sections. The dependence is gradual and begins at grain
sizes of several micrometers, and saturates towards the amorphous limit as grain size
approaches the nanometer scale. Further reduction in thermal conductivity can be
achieved by making a NC with grains comprising of different material/composition
due to increased mass difference scattering. This trend is observed when a NC is
made of intermixed Si and SiGe grains as shown in Fig. 3.7(a). The size dependence
is gradual and begins at grain sizes of several micrometers, and saturates towards the
amorphous limit as grain size approaches the nanometer scale, as seen in Fig. 3.7(c).
It is interesting to note that despite the heterogeneity and disorder in the NC
structure, the crossover to purely diffusive transport occurs only when average grain
diameter exceeds 10 µm, similar to what we observed in SiGe NWs. The conductivity
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Figure 3.7. (a) Thermal conductivity of a Si/Si0.8Ge0.2 NC is plotted vs. the per-
centage of Si0.8Ge0.2 grains. (b) Thermal conductivity of a Si0.8Ge0.2 NC is plotted
vs. average grain size for both uniform and randomly distributed grains. (c) Thermal
conductivity of a Si1−xGex NC with Ge composition of x=0, 0.05 and 0.2 is plot-
ted vs. average grain size. Conductivity scales as D2/3 in Si NC and D1/3 in SiGe
NCs indicating superdiffusive transport. (d) Thermal conductivity vs. standard de-
viation of the grain size distribution showing negligible effect of size distribution on
conductivity. Adapted from Ref. [184, 182].
scales as D2/3 in Si NC and D1/3 in SiGe NCs, indicating a breakdown of Fourier’s
law and superdiffusive transport in both these systems. Even in the absence of alloy
scattering, phonon transport in Si NCs is never predominantly ballistic due to the
strong GBR scattering at the interface of each grain. However, the wide distribution
of grain sizes (Fig. 3.6(b)), coupled with momentum-dependent GBR scattering that
is more specular for long-wavelengths, suppresses mid- and high-frequency phonons
while allowing low-frequency (long-wavelength) phonons with long MFPs to travel
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several microns before being scattered internally, somewhat analogous to alloy scat-
tering. This leads to superdiffusive transport even in non-alloy NCs.
On the other hand, the shape of the grain size distribution appears to have little
effect, at least in alloy NCs, as both uniform and randomly distributed grain sizes
lead to the same thermal conductivity for a given average grain size. We study the
dependence on the grain size distribution in more detail by starting with a uniform
distribution of seed points, which leads to a VT with uniform grains and a tight
distribution of grain sizes. Next we increasingly perturb the initial seed points to
reach a broader size distribution and compute the standard deviation of grain sizes
from the mean and its corresponding thermal conductivity. Our finding that the
shape of the distribution has modest effect is further confirmed by Fig. 3.7(d), which
shows that varying the standard deviation of the grain size distribution in SiGe NCs
has no effect on the thermal conductivity, after averaging over all transport directions.
This trend is explained by the gradual dependence of the thermal conductivity of each
grain on its size, caused by the competing alloy scattering in their interior. On the
other hand, in Si NCs where the size dependence is more pronounced, we observe a
gradual increase with as much as 20-30% variation, in agreement with a recent study
[70].
Temperature dependent thermal conductivity in polycrystalline Si and
SiGe
Phonon scattering at grain boundaries is the dominant mechanism for thermal
conductivity reduction in polycrystalline materials. The most commonly used phe-
nomenological Gray model approximates the phonon MFP to be independent of fre-
quency and equates it to the average sample grain size (λB ≈ Davg) [18]. It has been
observed that thermal conductivity in polycrystalline Si follows a T 2 trend at low
temperatures [197] instead of the Debye T 3 trend seen in single crystal Si. Consider-
ing a frequency dependent MFP as described in Ref. [92], Wang et al. [197] show that
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λB ∝ ω−1 can explain the T 2 trend at low temperatures. This frequency dependence
has been attributed to dislocation strain and a dislocation scattering model has been
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Figure 3.8. The exponent of temperature dependence vs. temperature for single
and polycrystalline (a) Si and (b) SiGe with mean diameter of 8 µm.
Even in Si NWs the exponent of the temperature dependence of thermal conduc-
tivity has been observed to reduce with the width of the diameter [102] indicating
that the T 2 trend is not specific to polycrystalline Si. This leads us to hypothesize
that dislocation strain may not be an adequate explanation. As seen in the prelimi-
nary results (see Fig. 3.8), at low T the exponent of temperature depandance in Si
is close to 2 and 1 in SiGe. Since conductivity scales as D2/3 in Si NC λB ≈ D2/3avg
and λB ≈ D1/3avg in SiGe, perhaps the exponent of length is affecting the temperature
scaling and remains to be seen.
3.4 Conclusion
We employ the phonon Monte Carlo method to study thermal transport in SiGe
NWs, and find that thermal conductivity scales as L1/3 over a broad range of lengths
and conclude that in SiGe NWs the direct ballistic-to-diffusive crossover picture is
incomplete and should be augmented by superdiffusion in the broad intermediate
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range of NW length from 10 nm to 10 µm. Alloy nanostructures exhibit novel heat
dynamics and can be used as a unique fundamental platform to study the breakdown
of Fourier’s law. The superdiffusive transport is brought on by Lévy-like heavy-tailed
distribution of phonon flights, and causes a length dependent thermal conductivity
with κ ∝ L1/3 over a broad range of lengths extending from 10 nm all the way
to 10 µm, far exceeding phonon MFP or NW diameter. Thus, lattice conductivity
is length-tunable even in NWs several microns long, with potential applications to
reducing thermal conductivity and thus increasing TE figure-of-merit in alloy NWs
with sub-ten-micron lengths.
We use a Voronoi tessellation model to treat the complex heterogenous structure
of nanocomposites and find that reducing grain size into the nanometer regime or
adding nanoscale grains into the bulk matrix is the most effective way to reduce ther-
mal conductivity, with the additional benefit of lower cost and simpler fabrication
than SLs. At such scales, energy filtering effects are expected to lead to a boost,
rather than a reduction, in the electronic PF [213]. In addition, our detailed model
based on the Vorronoi tesselation and the pBTE solution in each grain captures
the grain structure of the nanocomposite and its impact on the thermal conduc-
tivity much more directly than empirical approaches such as the effective medium
approximation (EMA) [5]. We show that NCs can be optimized to improve ZT by re-
ducing the thermal conductivity by a combination of approaches including scattering
of phonons from the interfaces between nanoscale grains, alloys of varying composi-
tion, and roughness. Thermal conductivity decreases with average grain size, similar
to the thickness dependence in superlattices and scales as D2/3 in Si NC and D1/3
in SiGe NCs, indicating a breakdown of Fourier’s law in both these systems. The
wide distribution of grain sizes coupled with momentum-dependent GBR scattering,
suppresses mid- and high-frequency phonons while allowing low-frequency phonons
with long MFPs to travel several microns before being scattered internally, somewhat
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Doping polymers in order to improve the electrical conductivity has the undesir-
able effect of significantly reducing their Seebeck coefficient to a range in the order
of tens of µVK−1 [170]. Therefore, a long-standing problem in TEs has been to
effectively decouple electrical conductivity from the Seebeck coefficient and control
them independently. Polymer systems do not possess the continuous order found in
their inorganic counterparts; they are inherently disordered and charge transport can
be described as a hopping process [142, 21, 172]. One of the most prominent phe-
nomenological models is based on variable-range hopping (VRH) of electrons between
the polymer chains and called the Gaussian Disorder Model (GDM) [21]. This model
has been widely used to study charge transport in polymers and polymer based de-
vices [16, 141, 65, 52, 185]. More recently, charge transport in organic systems have
also been analyzed by combining ab initio calculations with classical molecular dy-
namics (MD) and kinetic Monte Carlo techniques [90, 119, 191]. However, the TE
performance of these materials and the combined effects of disorder and correlation
on TE transport, especially within a hopping model, has not been fully explored. In
the work by Mendels and Tessler [132], positional disorder was implemented as spatial
variations without including the variation in orbital overlap. Most studies based on
the GDM and its variants compute the hopping rate between adjacent sites using the
Miller-Abrahams rate equation. We present a comparison of the Miller-Abrahams
hopping rate with the Marcus hopping rate, which considers the additional energy
penalty to hopping due to polaronic binding. Also, there have been few studies to
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determine the Lorenz number and its relationship with Seebeck coefficient in semi-
conducting polymers. Experimental studies on iodine-doped polyacetylene [133] and
PEDOT:PSS [108] have shown that the Wiedemann-Franz law holds and the Lorenz
number is close to the Sommerfeld value. However, Weathers et al. [199] showed the
electronic contribution to thermal conductivity was higher than previously reported,
consistent with a large Lorenz number, while Lu et al. [117] reported a large deviation
from the Wiedemann-Franz law under the effect of temperature, carrier concentra-
tion, energetic disorder, and electric field. In this chapter We explore the effect of
various manifestations of disorder, including positional disorder, energetic disorder,
as well as correlation in both energy and wave-function overlap distributions, on the
electrical conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and Lorenz number.
4.1 Polymer theory
Conjugated polymers are positionally disordered systems in which the polymer
chains typically interact through weak van der Waals (vdW) interactions. The charge
transport within a chain occurs through the covalent framework, and between chains
the interactions is through the pi-pi orbitals orthogonal to the chain axis. The dis-
placement of the states about the lattice points causes disruption in the overlap of the
pi orbital wave functions termed ‘positional disorder’ [16]. The interactions between
orbitals of adjacent segments are very weak, and the strong electron-phonon coupling
in these materials can destroy the coherence between neighboring sites, which causes
electrons to become localized to that region and reduces the delocalization range.
The decay parameter γ−1 of the localized electron wave function, or the localiza-
tion length, is typically 1 Å<aγ−1<5 Å[154]. The vdW and dipole-dipole interac-
tions cause variation in the electrostatic environment [21]; furthermore, the dopant
molecules Coulombically interact with the carriers localized to a site, thus broadening
the density of states (DOS) [11]; this is called ‘energetic disorder’ and shown on the
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left of Fig. 4.1. The site energies are described by a Gaussian distribution of width











where ΓE accounts for the degree of energetic disorder in the structure. Positional
disorder is modeled as random variations in the wave function overlap parameter γ
between two sites, as depicted schematically in Fig. 4.1. Hence, γij = γi + γj, where
γi and γj are the site specific contributions obtained from a Gaussian distribution of
width Σij, where the width Σij accounts for the variation in the electronic wave func-






























Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the carrier hopping process, showing over-
lap, energetic, and positional disorder. Taken from Ref. [183].
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4.2 Phonon-assisted hopping model
In inorganic semiconductors, ordered crystal lattice with relatively weak electron-
phonon coupling leads to a band transport where the interaction between electrons
and lattice vibrations (phonons) can be described by perturbation theory. In contrast,
polymers do not have long-range periodicity of the atomic structure; electrons are
localized and transport is described as a hopping process. The hopping transport
process is dependent on temperature [118], molecular structure, and inter-molecular
packing of the material [150]. Carriers hop from one localized state to another through
three possibilities: the electron hops to another state of equal energy by a tunneling
process, it hops to a lower energy site while the difference in energy is compensated
by the emission of a phonon, or it hops to a state of higher energy and the additional
energy required is provided by absorbing a phonon, as illustrated by the green arrows
in Fig. 4.1.
Our model describes the probability that a site is occupied by an electron in terms
of Pauli’s master equation (PME), which is a differential equation that describes the
time rate of change of each site occupation probability due to electrons hopping into
and out of it. In the steady-state, the time rate of change of occupation probability







[Wijpi(1− pj)−Wjipj(1− pi)], (4.2)
where pi is the occupation probability of a site i and Wij is the hopping transi-
tion rate from site i to j, summed over the neighboring sites j. The PME is
solved for the site occupations using a non-linear iterative solver as described in
Methods, after which relevant quantities like mobility and current can be calculated


















|Mij,q |2 [(N (ωq) + 1) ρFCWT (∆Eij + ~ωq)]
+N [(ωq) ρFCWT (∆Eij − ~ωq)] ,
(4.3)
where ρFCTW (∆E) is a function that depends on the Franck-Condon factors, ωqis the
energy of the phonon mode q, Nq is the number of phonons in that mode, given by









where T is the absolute
temperature. The Mij,q is the phonon-electron coupling constant between sites i and
j due to phonon mode q, ∆Eij = Ej−Ei−eF∆Rij,x where Ei and Ej are the energies
of sites i and j and F is the externally applied electric field. In the limit where there
are no phonons with different equilibrium positions in sites i and j, such that only
transitions q = q′ can take place, the function ρFCTW becomes a Dirac delta function






|Mij,q |2 [(N (ωq) + 1) δ (∆Eij + ~ωq) +N (ωq) δ (∆Eij − ~ωq)] . (4.4)
Calculation of these rates can be computationally challenging as it requires that
we first calculate the electronic wave functions, phonon modes, and the electron-
phonon coupling constants. We can simplify them further by approximating Mi to be
proportional to the overlap of the wave functions γij =
∫











Dph (∆Eij) /∆Eij (4.5)
where β is the coupling constant between electron-phonon coupling constants and




1. For hops upwards in energy (Ej > Ei) by absorption of a phonon, it is −12 and
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for downward hops with the emission of a phonon, it is +1
2
in the rate equation.
Further simplification can be made by assuming that the wave function overlap de-
cays exponentially with distance, and if we ignore the energy dependence we get the










where v0 is the attempt-to-escape frequency and ∆Rij is the distance between the
sites.
The Miller-Abrahams rate equation considers only bare charge transport. Since
the phonon-electron coupling is strong in organic polymers, it is important to consider
the affect of polaron transport, and analyze its effect on TE properties. As a polaron
moves through different states, there is deformation of the molecule as the polaron
arrives and leaves, and the energy associated with the relaxation of the molecule upon









[53], where E0 is the reorganization energy in Eq. 4.3, and












which is the Marcus rate equation [123]. It is important to note that we can also
obtain the Miller-Abrahams rate by taking the limit E0 → 0 in the Marcus rate.
The non-linear PME is solved using these rates on a 35×25×25 lattice of sites
with an average distance between adjacent lattice points a=1 nm. The number of
‘neighbors’depends on the hopping distance and lattice described; we have a cubic
lattice and consider up to the third-nearest neighbor, which implies hopping to the
nearest 26 sites and maximum hopping distance of
√
3a. The electronic wavefunctions
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are localized so their overlap has an exponential decay with distance; hence the prob-
ability of hopping to neighbors further than the third-nearest neighbor is very small
and does not contribute as significantly to transport. The (1 − pi/j) factor accounts
for the exclusion principle requiring that only one carrier is occupying a particular
site, due to the high Coulomb penalty for the presence of two charges on one site. All
simulations are run under low-field conditions with field F=106 Vm−1, attempt to
jump frequency v0=10
12 s−1, energy distribution width ΓE=3kBT, overlap γ=3 and
T=300 K unless stated otherwise. We obtain the current density J by a summation







where e is the electron charge, and then for electrical conductivity we take σ = J/F .
The Seebeck coefficient (or thermopower) is the voltage built up in response to
an applied temperature gradient, given by α = −∆V
∆T
|I=0, as carriers that respond to
an electric field can also be elicited by a temperature gradient. While each carrier
carries a charge e, it also carries an ‘excess’ energy E−EF [217, 81], and the Seebeck
coefficient can be calculated as the average carrier energy
α =
(EF − ET )
eT
(4.9)
where ET is the average transport energy, calculated from [132]





where the brackets < . > denote an average over the sites. The Lorenz number is
related to the open-circuit electronic thermal conductivity [194]
κo =
∑




through L = κo/σT − α2 and thus can be analogously obtained from the variance of












4.2.1 Solving the non-linear PME
We solve the non-linear PME using a standard iterative non-linear solver. First,
we cast the PME as zero-finding for a system of equations Fi(p) =
∑
j[Wijpi(1 −
pj)−Wjipj(1− pi)] = 0, which can be written in terms of the in- and out-scattering
as Fi(p) = piSout(p) − (1 − pi)Sin(p) with Sout(p) =
∑
jWij(1 − pj) being the out-
scattering term and Sin(p) =
∑
jWjipj being the in-scattering. The expression for
Fi(p) is nonlinear because both in- and out-scattering terms depend on the unknown
p. Previous studies typically rearranged this equation to obtain a fixed point iteration





n)] with the initial condition p0i be-
ing the equilibrium Fermi-Dirac distribution given earlier. However, a fixed point iter-
ation can stall, resulting in poor convergence for some cases. For this reason, we follow
the same fixed-point iteration procedure here for the first few iterations and then use
the resulting estimate of pi as an initial guess in the next step where we numerically
solve for the zero of Fi(p). Rather than solving for the site occupancies pi, we solve
for their deviation away from equilibrium ∆pi = pi−p0i . Combining this with Eq. 4.2
and simplifying for ∆pi, we get Fi(p) = ∆piSout(p)− (1− p0i )Sin(p) = 0. We arrange
the 35×25×25 array of ∆pi’s into a column vector p and compute the Jacobian ma-
trix of derivatives of Fi with respect to pj as Jij = dFi/dpj = −Wijpi −Wji(1 − pi).
Then we apply the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [145], as implemented in MAT-
LAB’s fsolve function, with the known Jacobian matrix, which requires a linear solve
at each iteration but typically converges in a few iterations due to its high rate of
convergence. The linear solver is a preconditioned Conjugate Gradients algorithm
with a banded preconditioner based on an incomplete Cholesky factorization.
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4.3 Results and discussion
First, we consider the impact of doping and overlap between neighboring sites
on TE properties. Fig. 4.2(a) shows the dependence of electrical conductivity and
Seebeck coefficient on the carrier density. We increase the carrier density by moving
the Fermi level EF closer to the center of the Gaussian energy distribution, analogous
to electrochemical doping of polymers. We can clearly see the inverse relation that
exists between these parameters and the charge density, and the challenge it poses

































































































Figure 4.2. (a) Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity and (b) PF as a function
of carrier density at different overlap parameter values. We note than the highest PF
is obtained at a carrier density of 2× 1020 cm−3, corresponding to 20% of sites being
occupied. (c) α vs. σ showing the increase in electrical conductivity and Seebeck
coefficient with stronger electronic orbital overlap. (d) Comparison of the α vs. σ for
hopping rates computed using Miller-Abrahams and Marcus rate equations. Taken
from Ref. [183].
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hundreds of µVK−1, but increasing the carrier concentration causes it to decrease to
a few tens of µVK−1. However, the electrical conductivity has an appreciable value
only at high concentrations and the highest PF is achieved at a carrier concentration
of 2 × 1020 cm−3, shown in Fig. 4.2(b), which corresponds to 20% of sites being
occupied by carriers.
We plot α vs. σ for different values of the overlap parameter in Fig. 4.2(c),
where each point on the curve represents the parameters computed at different carrier
densities. The advantage of such a plot is that one can readily see the effect of both
carrier density and overlap parameter on Seebeck and electrical conductivity, wherein
a curve bulging more towards the top right indicates higher PF. We find that electrical
conductivity is strongly dependent on the overlap parameter whereas it has negligible
effect on the Seebeck coefficient, as seen in Fig. 4.2(a). A smaller value of the overlap
parameter, which implies stronger electronic orbital overlap between adjacent sites,
is favorable for the hopping process, and thus increases the electrical conductivity.
In Fig. 4.2(d) we compare the Seebeck and electrical conductivity computed from
Miller-Abrahams and Marcus rate equations. The curve shifts right for higher values
of reorganization energy E0, showing improved electrical conductivity with increasing
polaronic binding, while as we decrease E0 and approach the limit E0 → 0, it falls
back to the curve obtained from Miller-Abrahams rate.
4.3.1 Energetic and positional disorder
Next, we explore the effect of varying degrees of energetic and positional disorder
in the system on its TE performance. A larger variation of the Gaussian energy
distribution (ΓE), leads to a decrease in electrical conductivity and small increase in
Seebeck (see Fig. 4.3(a)). Decreasing the width of the energy distribution, meaning
a more sharply peaked DOS, lowers the spread in the site energies, leading to a
smaller difference ∆Eij between energies of neighboring sites. A favorable network of
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nearly equal energy sites thus forms, alleviating the required thermal assistance by
absorption of phonons. It is widely thought, based on the work on Mahan and Sofo




























































































































Figure 4.3. Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity vs. carrier density for
varying widths of (a) Gaussian energy distribution (energetic disorder), and (c) dis-
tribution of the overlap parameter (positional disorder). α vs. σ with varying (b)
energetic and (d) positional disorder. We find that smaller energetic disorder and
larger positional disorder lead to better TE performance of a material. Taken from
Ref. [183].
Combining Eqns. 4.9 and 4.10 we see that the Seebeck coefficient can be viewed as
the average “excess” (away from the Fermi level) entropy per carrier α =< EF −Ei >
/eT . Increasing energetic disorder broadens the DOS and makes it flatter but does
not affect the shape of the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. Consequently, there are
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nearly as many states near the DOS peak as there are away from it, which pushes
the average Ei away from the center of the DOS. Reducing energetic disorder has the
opposite effect: the DOS becomes more sharply peaked with many more states near
the peak, resulting in an average Ei closer to the middle of the DOS. If we fix the Fermi
level EF and compare, then larger energetic disorder would imply smaller Seebeck and
vice versa. However, if we compare while keeping the carrier concentration n(EF , T ) =∫
g(E)p0i (E, T )dE constant, then the opposite trend emerges: increasing energetic
disorder pushes the Fermi level away from the center of the DOS, countering the
change in Ei and thus slightly increasing the Seebeck, shown on the left axis in Fig.
4.3(a). Based on the Mott formula for Seebeck coefficient we have [77, 74]
α = −(π2/3)(k2T/q) ∂
∂E
ln[σ(E)]|E=EF , (4.13)







When µ(E) is only weakly varying, the second term is small and in case of GDM and
Gaussian DOS, the first term becomes −EF/Γ2E. Overall, Fig. 4.3(b) shows that the
effect of disorder on electrical conductivity is more pronounced and reducing energetic
disorder leads to higher TE PFs.
Next, we vary the amount of positional disorder in the system by varying the
width of the Gaussian overlap distribution (Σij). Positional disorder primarily affects
the electrical conductivity, while the Seebeck is mostly sensitive to the distribution
of energies (DOS) and less on their relative positions (Fig. 4.3(c)). The electrical
conductivity increases with increasing positional disorder, and shifts the curves right
in Fig. 4.3(d), signifying higher PF values. This is due to the increase in overlap
of approximately half the near-neighboring sites in the system, which aids the for-
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mation of conduction paths, consequently increasing the probability of hopping into
higher-energy sites. Thus, larger positional disorder but smaller energetic disorder
are desirable for polymer TEs.
4.3.2 Energetic and positional correlation
In the GDM, site energies are distributed independently with no correlations oc-
curring over any length scale. Nonetheless, spatial fluctuations and corresponding
correlation of energy arising from charge dipole interactions and molecular density
fluctuations should affect transport [140]. It has been shown that energy correla-
tion leads to Poole-Frenkel field dependence of mobility over a wide range of fields
[57, 140]. Spatial correlation in the energetic landscape, modeled by averaging energy
over neighboring sites, was also shown to lower the transport energy and decrease
the Seebeck coefficient [132]. However, the impact of correlation length has not been
firmly established in the context of TE properties, nor has the effect of correlation on
positional disorder through the overlap parameter been studied.
To further explore the effect of long-range correlation on TE parameters, we use
an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) method [203, 26, 148] to generate autocorre-
lated distributions of energy and overlap parameter with a specific correlation length.
We start from the standard exponential form of the autocorrelation function of the






where Ri/j are the
positions of the i/j’th sites, Rij is the distance between the two sites, and Lcorr is the
correlation length. The spectral density is Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function |S|2 = F(C). The autocorrelated distribution is obtained by multiplying a
random phase (eiφ), having angle φ uniformly distributed between (0, 2π), with the







The same procedure is applied to obtain a spatially-correlated distribution of overlap
parameters γ. This method allows us to vary the correlation length independently
of the variance. Fig. 4.4(a) shows the α vs. σ for uncorrelated and correlated
energy distribution with different correlation lengths and fixed ΓE=3 and 6 kBT.
The same is shown in Fig. 4.4(b) for correlation in overlap distribution. We find
that energy correlation has virtually no effect on the TE parameters, while the curve
shifts left with increasing correlation length for the overlap distribution. We conclude
that smaller correlation between sites leads to better electrical conductivity but the












































Figure 4.4. α vs. σ for different degrees of correlation in the (a) Gaussian energy
distribution, (b) distribution of the overlap parameter. We find that correlation in
energy distribution has negligible affect, whereas a modest improvement in electrical
conductivity is observed with smaller correlation in the orbital overlap distribution.
Taken from Ref. [183].
4.3.3 Comparison to experimental data
We compare our model to experimental data from several measurements, including
three PDPP4T samples (Fig. 4.5(a)) chemically doped with iodine and measured by
our collaborators in the Chemistry department and described in Ref. [183]. The
PEDOT:Tos data was obtained from Ref. [25] (Fig. 4.5(b)) and P3HT data from
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Ref. [79] (Fig. 4.5(c)). Our results are in good agreement with the data and the
fit is obtained by varying relevant parameters including overlap, average distance
between adjacent lattice points, energetic, and positional disorder. The data for
PEDOT:Tos reported to have a ZT∼0.25 obtained from Ref. [25], is a close fit to the
γ=0.1 and ΓE=2.25 kBT curve, implying stronger electronic orbital overlap between
adjacent sites and small energetic disorder, which explains the exceptional electrical
conductivity observed in these samples beyond what is obtained from γ=3, a value























Figure 4.5. Comparison of our model to experimental data from (a) PDPP4T
samples from Ref. [183], (b) PEDOT:Tos from Ref. [25], and (c) P3HT sample from
Ref. [79], showing good agreement across multiple data sets. We plot two curves
(solid and dashed lines) on the top and botton of the experimental data to show that
the values would fall between these two extremes and account for possible error bars.
Taken from Ref. [183].
4.3.4 Diverging Lorenz number
Lastly, we turn our attention to the Lorenz number. In most materials, the
Lorenz number ranges from a value close to the Sommerfeld value found in metals and
degenerate semiconductors L0 = π
2/3(kB/e)
2 = 2.44×10−8 WΩ K−2 [168] decreasing
to the value L0 = 2(kB/e)
2 = 1.49 × 10−8 WΩ K−2 found in single-parabolic-band
materials when acoustic phonon scattering is dominant [173]. It has been shown that
a first-order correction to the degenerate limit L = 1.45 + exp(−|α|/116) (where L
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is in 10−8 WΩK−2 and α in µVK−1) is a good approximation and holds across all
known band semiconductors [89]. In contrast, we see an opposite trend in organic
semiconductors, where L increases with Seebeck coefficient as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Increasing the overlap, positional disorder and polaronic binding energy increases
the value of Lorenz number further, but the largest impact is seen with energetic
disorder when ΓE is increased from 3 to 5 kBT. Experimental data also confirm
L is significantly larger than L0 in PEDOT:Tos [25].In the limit when electronic
thermal conductivity dominates (κe > κl), the ZT goes to ZT = α
2/L; therefore,
a simultaneous increase in α and L could have a negative impact on ZT and hence
design of effective TE materials with polymers requires consideration of the Lorentz



































Figure 4.6. Lorentz number vs. Seebeck coefficient showing the increasing devia-
tion from the Sommerfeld value with increasing (a) overlap parameter, energetic and
positional disorder, and (b) polaronic binding energy (E0). Taken from Ref. [183].
4.4 Conclusion
Polymers, with their inherently low thermal conductivity and low cost of man-
ufacturing, are a promising choice for TE applications. However, for commercial
success the ZT of these materials needs to be improved further. We study the ef-
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fects of disorder and correlation on their TE properties using a hopping transport
model. We find that positional disorder leads to a moderate increase in the electri-
cal conductivity whereas the Seebeck remains unaffected. Energetic disorder has an
adverse affect on electrical conductivity but leads to a moderate increase in Seebeck
coefficient at lower doping concentrations. Consequently, positional correlation pri-
marily affects electrical conductivity, while correlating the nearby site energies has
no effect on the TE properties. We conclude that controlling energetic and posi-
tional disorder would allow us to decouple electrical conductivity and the Seebeck
coefficient. Minimizing energetic disorder and correlation while increasing positional
disorder results in a higher TE PF. Our results also show that the Lorenz number
increases with the Seebeck coefficient, more so with increasing disorder, in contrast
to the universal trend observed across all materials exhibiting band transport. We
find that numerical transport models can play a key role in predicting the optimum




CHARGE TRANSPORT DYNAMICS IN DOPED
POLYMERS
As we saw in the previous chapter, doping polymers to improve the electrical
conductivity negatively impacts the Seebeck coefficient which requires a trade-off be-
tween the two, which implies that precise control of doping along with minimizing
energetic disorder and correlation while increasing positional disorder is critical for
obtaining the maximum PF. A right shift in the α vs. σ curve signifies higher PF,
however, it is of vital importance to understand the shape of the curve or the rela-
tionship between Seebeck and electrical conductivity for effective design of organic
TEs. Previous studies have shown empirical relationships between Seebeck and elec-
trical conductivity (α ∝ σ−1/4, α ∝ lnσ) [80, 62, 206], but their origin and physical
implications are still uncertain. Recently, Kang and Snyder proposed a generalized
two-parameter charge transport model for conducting polymers [81]. They fit the
variation in Seebeck coefficient as a function of electrical conductivity to their model
to obtain a value for a transport parameter, s, and found most polymers to follow a
shallow α vs. σ trend. The exception was PEDOT:Tos, which exhibited a sharper
curvature, leading Kang and Snyder to conclude that the shape of the α vs. σ curve
is unique to the polymer.




















where f(E) is the fermi distribution and µ(E) is the charge carrier mobility. This ap-
proach is more widely applicable than the simpler Mott formula (Eq. 4.14) and has the
advantage of connecting α to the average entropy per carrier. Since these expressions
are valid (neglecting correlation effects) across all doping levels regardless of the con-
duction mechanism or the semiconductor’s crystalline, semi-crystalline, or amorphous
nature, they support numerous mechanisms of conduction in disordered semiconduc-
tors [118, 162, 139], including hopping models based on the Miller-Abrahams and
Marcus jump rates discussed in Ch. 4, that add to our physical explanation of charge
transport in conjugated polymers and provide structural design criteria for improving
their performance.
Generally, Seebeck and electrical conductivity depend on the carrier concentration
as n =
∫
g(E)f(E)dE via Fermi level, and from this we can clearly see the reason
behind their interdependency; increasing carrier concentration via doping fills more
states and increases electrical conductivity but at the same time this brings EF closer
to the average E which negatively impacts Seebeck (see Eq. 4.9 and 4.10). Thus,
there is a narrow range of doping that optimizes the thermoelectric power factor,
which typically occurs when 10-20% of the states are occupied by a charge carrier.
The DOS affects the trade-off between n, σ and α —a sharp DOS separates the EF
from the densely-spaced states, increasing the average energy per carrier (E–EF ) and
with it the Seebeck, while a broad DOS implies that EF moves further to fill the
scattered states, flattening the α vs. σ curve, signifying the impact of the shape of
the DOS on the α vs. σ curve.
In the Kang-Snyder model, they substitute for g(E)µ(E) and obtain a empirical
fitting transport function,
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where σE0 is a temperature-dependent but energy-independent parameter called the
transport coefficient which iscomparable to the mobility of the material. Using dif-
ferent values of σE0 ands values, they fit this model with the α vs. σ curves from
a variety of organic SCs, and deduce that differents parameter stems from different
types of charge transport. They observed that most polymers have a shallow α vs.
σ curve (s=3 trend), whereas, PEDOT:Tos exhibits a sharper curvature (s=1 trend),
which they conclude is unique to this Polymer. However, the factors that determine
the transport parameters in the Synder-Kang model are still unclear.
5.1 Effect of dopant clustering on the density of states
As we saw in Ch. 4, using a Gaussian distribution to describe the DOS, where
the width of the DOS accounts for the degree of energetic disorder in the structure,
varying the energetic disorder simply shifts the α vs. σ on the log-log curve with
minimal difference in its shape (Fig. 4.3) and cannot fully account for a significant
difference in the slope.
Arkhipov et al. [11] found that the long-range Coulombic interaction between the
ionized dopant molecules and the localized carriers further increases energetic disorder


















gi(E − Ec), (5.4)
where Ni and Nd are the intrinsic and dopant concentration respectively, Ec is the
potential energy of the Coulomb interaction and gi is the intrinsic Gaussian DOS
given in Eq. 4.1 and depicted by the solid black line in Fig. 5.1(a). However, they do
not consider the impact of dopants clustering. In the presence of dopant clustering,
the probability density w(r) of the minimum distance at which a dopant cluster is
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present can be modeled by a Poisson distribution w(r) = 4πr2Nse
( 4π3 Nsr3), where Ns
is the cluster density. The potential energy of the Coulomb interaction between the
localized charge carrier and dopant cluster is now Ec = −Cse2/4πε0εrr, where Cs
is the number of dopants in each cluster. Combining these equations to obtain the





















gi(E − Ec), (5.5)
where Ns = Nd/Cs. We use the rejection sampling technique to generate an energy
distribution from the calculated DOS; and then randomly assign an energy to each
site from the distribution. We simulate a 35×25×25 lattice of sites with an average
distance between adjacent sites a=0.38 nm using the modified Gaussian DOS calcu-
lated as described above and the model described in Sec. 4.2. We use overlap factor
γ=1 and Σij=0.25, unless noted otherwise.
5.2 Results and discussion
5.2.1 Gaussian vs. heavy-tailed distribution
We calculate the DOS resulting from doping concentration Nd in clusters having
size Cs, according to Eq. 5.5, and find that doping and clustering result in a heavy-
tailed distribution with a Gaussian core and a wide quasi-exponential tail [11], as
shown in Fig. 5.1(a). Firstly, to look at the effect of an exponential tail in the DOS
on the TE properties, we compare the α vs. σ plot for a Gaussian and a purely
exponential DOS (Fig. 5.1(b)), and find that the exponential DOS results in a much
flatter curve. This can be understood from the Mott formula given in Eq. 4.14. When
mobility is only weakly dependent on carrier concentration, the second term is small
and an exponential DOS g(E) ∝ exp(−E/ΓE) leads to a nearly constant Seebeck
independent of doping or electrical conductivity but inversely proportional to the
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Figure 5.1. (a) The effect of doping and clustering on the DOS distribution with
intrinsic Gaussian width of 3 kBT. The charge carriers interact coulombically with
the ionized dopants creating additional deep trap states, resulting in a heavy-tailed
DOS. Log-log plot of α vs. σ showing the change in slope due to (b) Gaussian and
exponential DOS, and (c) doping and clustering induced heavy-tailed DOS. The dop-
ing induced distribution is computed with Nd=10% and Cs=1, and the clustering
induced distribution with Nd=3% and Cs=3. We have fit our simulated results (sym-
bols) to Snyder and Kang’s charge transport model (gray lines) and the corresponding
transport parameter ‘s’ values are shown. Taken from Ref. [22].
energetic disorder that dictates the width of the DOS. This ‘change in shape’ of the
DOS results in a change in slope in the α vs. σ plot. In Fig. 5.1(c) we compare
the effect of a purely Gaussian vs. a heavy-tailed DOS for different values of Nd
and Cs. We compare our simulated results to Snyder and Kang’s charge transport
model [81] and find that a Gaussian distribution results in significantly lower trans-
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port parameters ≤ 1.5 compared to the exponential case which hass ≥ 1.5, and this
difference increases further with increasing energetic disorder (Fig. 5.1(b)).
5.2.2 Hopping simulation and the transport parameter
In Fig. 5.2 we present a more detailed comparison to Kang and Snyder’s charge
transport model. Using Eq. 5.1, 5.3 and reduced Fermi level η = (EF − Et)/kBT 2,
a reduced Fermi level is initially found for each simulated α using a root finding
algorithm. Next, σE0 is determined using a least squares regression fit to the charge
transport model of simulated σ vs. calculated η. At high energetic disorder in the
presence of a heavy-tail the curve cannot be fit by transport parameter values of s=1
or s=3, indicating the limitations of a band model in predicting transport in highly
disordered systems. A narrow Gaussian DOS (<6kBT) fits s=0.5 very closely (see
Fig. 5.2(a)), however, with increasing energetic disorder (wide Gaussian) and with
dopant clustering (heavy-tailed distribution), it is not possible to fit the entire curve
with a single value ofs (Fig. 5.2(b) and (c)). Parts of the α vs. σ curve can be fit
with differents values and we find the best fit for the flat part of the curve (nearly
constant Seebeck) to show the effect of the exponentially decaying tail of the DOS
leading to high values of s.
5.2.3 Impact of dopant morphology on the Seebeck and conductivity
trade-off curve
To further elucidate the relationship of the shape of the curve to the shape of the
DOS, we compare schematically the Gaussian and the heavy-tailed DOS in Fig. 5.3.
We show states filled up to the Fermi level using different colors, while Fig. 5.3(c)
shows the Seebeck coefficients corresponding to those colors. For a given α vs. σ
curve, as EF approaches the center of the DOS and states are filled the average en-
ergy per carrier (E – EF ) decreases, which in turn leads to a decrease in the Seebeck.
Considering the first term in Eq. 4.14 which is typically dominant, a larger slope in the
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Figure 5.2. Log-log plot of α vs. σ computed for (a) Gaussian, (b) doping in-
duced heavy-tailed and (c) clustering induced heavy-tailed DOS is fit with Snyder
and Kang’s charge transport model. The doping induced distribution is computed
with Nd=10% and Cs=1, and the clustering induced distribution with Nd=3% and
Cs=3. Taken from Ref. [22].
logarithm of the DOS g(E) implies a larger Seebeck coefficient; this can be observed in
the pink region “1” in Figs. 5.3 (a) and (b). As the Fermi level approaches the middle
of the DOS (region 4 in Fig. 5.3(c)), represented by E=0 in our calculations, the slope
approaches zero as does the Seebeck coefficient. We find that this part of the curve
is always fit bys ≤ 0.5 as the center of the DOS is symmetric inside the Fermi win-
dow (−∂f/∂E) irrespective of the presence of a heavy-tail. We compare or hopping
model simulations to experimental data from PDPP4T and P3HT samples doped at





















































Figure 5.3. Schematic showing the filling up of the (a) Gaussian and (b) heavy-
tailed DOS with increasing doping, by varying the Fermi level EF further and closer
to the center of the energy distribution and (c) the corresponding effect on the log-log
plot of α vs. σ. (d) Comparison of our model to experimental data. (Nd=4% and
Cs=1 for pink dashed line, Nd=0.9% and Cs=9 for red dot-dashed line, γ=0.01 and
Σij=0.0025 for all three cases). Taken from Ref. [22].
were doped with iodine, and the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity were
measured as the sample spontaneously de-doped. Surface potential contrast (SPC)
mapping by Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) was performed to gain insight
into the distribution of dopants within the sample (see Ref. [22] for details of sample
preparation and measurement). PDPP4T exhibited two very distinct shapes of the
α vs. σ curve, depending only on the temperature at which doping was performed.
KPFM measurements uncovered that room-temperature doping resulted in dopant
inhomogeneity and clustering. PDPP4T doped at 75 ◦C had a very narrow distribu-
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tion of SPC and PDPP4T doped at 25 ◦C had a comparatively wider distribution.
Whereas, P3HT doped at 25 and 75 ◦C had an even wider distribution of SPCs with
the appearance of a exponential tail in the SPC distribution of the P3HT sample
doped at 25 ◦C. This is consistent with results from our simulation. As shown in
Fig. 5.3(d) PDPP4T doped at 75 ◦C is most closely fit with α vs. σ computed from
a purely Gaussian distribution with a width of 10 kBT, whereas PDPP4T doped at
25 ◦C and P3HT is best fit with a dopant-induced heavy-tailed DOS that gives the
required change in slope. Thus, it is the ‘change in shape’ of the DOS from spatial
distribution and clustering of dopants that instigates the change in slope in the α vs.
σ plot. Although the presence of a heavy tail leads to a constant α and a flatter α
vs. σ curve advantageous for thermoelectrics, the Coulomb interaction causing the
heavy tail also increases the energetic disorder, which has an adverse effect on α (see
comparison of a 3 kBT Gaussian and heavy-tailed DOS in Fig. 5.3(c)).
5.3 Conclusion
We find that dopant distribution affects the carrier DOS, with dopant clustering
dramatically increasing the energetic disorder and causing a heavy-tail, which in turn
affects the charge transport properties. A heavy-tailed DOS, depresses the Seebeck
coefficient, resulting in a flattened α vs. σ curve and the Coulomb interaction causing
the heavy tail also increases the energetic disorder, which has an adverse effect on α.
Hence, a narrower DOS and a smaller transport parameters is more advantageous for
thermoelectric applications. This impact of an energetically disordered, heavy-tailed
DOS on the thermoelectric properties is consistent with that recently reported by Ke-
merink and co-workers [1]. While Kemerink and co-workers assumed a homogenous
distribution of the dopants and use this to capture the experimentally determined α
vs. σ curve, we find that the spatial heterogeneity of dopants is necessary to describe
the impact of doping on the shape of the DOS. The way the semiconductor has been
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doped is fundamentally important to its thermoelectric performance across all carrier
concentrations. Tuning the energetic disorder by controlling the dopant counterion
distribution within the doped film of the organic semiconductor can lead to substan-
tial improvements in the thermoelectric performance of organic semiconductors and
controlling dopant clustering will be necessary to improve the existing and designing
the next generation of organic electronic applications.
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CHAPTER 6
MITIGATING DOPANT-INDUCED DISORDER IN
CONJUGATED POLYMERS
The simple process of doping introduces complexities in the electronic structure
because of the charge-charge Coulomb interactions between the dopant and the poly-
mer. This long-range interaction is much more pronounced in polymers than in
inorganic semiconductors because of their low dielectric permittivity (<3) [192]. In-
adequate screening of the dopant-polymer interactions increases energetic disorder as
it increases the width and alters the shape of the distribution of density of states
(DOS). These factors suppress the density of free charge carriers by electrostatically
binding the charge carriers to their conjugate dopant counterions, making doping
less efficient. They also create deep traps, which adversely affect charge transport
and thus the electronic and optoelectronic properties of the polymer. A flattened
α-σ curve limits the maximum power factor and thus the thermoelectric conversion
efficiency. Even in organic photovoltaics, energetic disorder limits efficiency [110]
through open-circuit voltage loss [19].
We hypothesized that dopant-induced energetic order can be mitigated by screen-
ing the Coulomb interaction between the dopant and the polymer by raising the
dielectric constant. Several experimental results support this approach. Leo and co-
workers attributed the larger conductivity in n-doped fullerenes to a reduction in the
activation energy of charge carriers from a large dielectric constant [158]. Takeya
and coworkers reported that organic semiconductors ‘in proximity to the ionic poly-
mer dielectric can be electrostatically doped with a significantly high carrier density’
[82]. In organic photovoltaics literature, studies show that increasing the dielectric
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constant of the hole-transporting polymer or electron-transporting molecules by ap-
pending polar side chains [179] or by addition of salts [114] improves the efficiency
of exciton splitting. Also, studies have noted the effect of dopant shape and size on
Coulombic disorder and conductivity in ionic-doped polymers [106, 75]. Although
some studies [174, 75] have noted the negligible impact of dopant ion size on trans-
port, this was only at very high doping concentrations in paracrystalline polymers
and not applicable in the moderate doing regime (<50%) of our interest, as the TE
power-factor typically peaks around 10-20% doping. In this chapter, we explore the
effect of both dopant size and dielectric permittivity in controlling the dopant-induced
energetic disorder and TE properties of polymers.
6.1 Density of States model including dopant size and carrier-
dopant electrostatic interactions
In the DOS equation in Eq. 5.5 for the contributions arising from energies satis-
fying Ec >> ΓE, which correspond to instances where carriers are close to the ionized
dopants, the integral can be further simplified. This condition is primarily satisfied
by states in the heavy tail of the DOS, representing deep traps. The intrinsic DOS
can then be approximated by a delta function gi(E −Ec) u Niδ(E −Ec) so that the



























which is the average coulombic energy of interaction between two dopants. This heavy
tail of the DOS exhibits a combination of exponential and power-law dependence on
energy, departing from the intrinsic Gaussian shape. The E4 term in the denominator
of the DOS gives the tail a polynomial shape when doping is low and the exponential
term is close to 1.
However, the model in Eq. 5.5 produces a tail with very deep traps because it
allows EC(r) to diverge to -∞ as r→0, equivalent to treating dopants as point charges.
Such infinitely deep traps have a dramatic impact on conductivity [11, 215] which is
further enhanced with dopant clustering shown in Fig. 6.1. Since conductivity, is
dictated by the expression σ = nqµ, where n is the concentration of charge carriers,
q is the carrier charge, and µ is the charge carrier mobility, conductivity is expected
to scale linearly with the concentration of free carriers or carrier mobility. However,
as seen in Fig. 6.1 at low dopant concentrations, the mobility and thus conductivity
decreases as the dopant concentration increases. Then, as the dopant concentration
increases further, the mobility first increases and plateaus at high dopant concentra-
(b)(a)
Figure 6.1. (a) Mobility vs. doping concentration —at low dopant concentrations,
mobility decreases as the dopant concentration increases, then, as the dopant concen-
tration increases further, the conductivity first increases and plateaus at high dopant
concentration. (b) The corresponding effect of mobility on the conductivity which
causes a loop in the α vs. σ curve.
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tion which has also been noted in the literature [210, 64, 136]. This is because charge
carriers get ‘stuck’ in the Coulomb trap states deep in the tail and do not contribute
to transport [10]. Transport improves dramatically at higher doping concentrations
as the tail states are filled.
The infinitely deep traps can be resolved by limiting the most negative value of
Ec(r), and thus the lower limit of the integral in Eq. 5.5, to the on-site energy of
the dopant, typically -0.5 to -1 eV [11, 215]. Doing so is equivalent to limiting the
distance to the nearest dopant to be no smaller than a dopant radius RS obtained by
setting Ec(RS) equal to the on-site energy, with the radius of 4-8 Å, corresponding to
on-site energy of -0.5 to -1 eV. More generally, a finite-sized dopant can be modelled
by a charge distribution instead of a point charge. For a Gaussian charge distribution,











Then the integral for the DOS must be performed with respect to nearest dopant











gi [E − Ec(r)] dr (6.4)
This approach is also useful in capturing the finite size of dopant clusters, which
can be assigned a radius RS instead of being treated as being point charges. Other
formulations are possible, such as treating the ionized dopant’s charge distribution
as a shell of radius RS, in which case the Coulomb potential inside r < RS becomes
constant Ec(r) = − Csq
2
4πε0εrRs
; coincidentally, this is also the maximum value reached
by the potential from a Gaussian charge distribution. We implemented all of the
above and found the Gaussian distribution to produce the smoothest DOS tail (Fig.
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(b)(a)
Figure 6.2. (a) Comparision of the DOS modeled using the Arkhipov model in
which dopants are treated as point-charges vs. modeling it as a finite sized-dopant,
which limits the Coulomb energy Ec and prevents the formation of very deep trap
states. (b) Modeling a finite-sized dopant by a Gaussian vs. shell charge distribution.
The Gaussian distribution produces the smoothest DOS tail.
6.2(b)), while the choice of dopant size/radius has far more impact on the DOS than
how the dopant distribution is modeled (Fig. 6.2(a)).
We simulate a 35×35×50 lattice of sites with an average distance between adjacent
sites a=0.6 nm using the modified DOS as described above (with Γi=100 meV and
εr = 3.7 unless noted otherwise) and the model described in Sec. 4.2 (with γ=0.75
and Σij = γ/4). We no longer assign a fixed DOS and move the Fermi level to
increase the carrier density, but calculate the DOS at each doping concentration and
then use the bisection method to iteratively find the corresponding Fermi level for the
given carrier density. The iteration typically converges to sufficient precision within
20 iterations. We also iterate the entire simulation at each dopant concentration 10
times, to reduce the sampling error from the randomly assigned site energies.
The impact of the dopant radius on the mobility and the α vs. σ curve is shown
in Fig. 6.3. Increasing the dopant size limits the formation of deep traps and the
’nose-dive’ in mobility at low dopant concentrations, which improves with increasing
dopant size. We use r=2 Å which would correspond to on-site energy of -1.9 eV in
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the rest of the simulations to keep the impact of dopant size to a minimum so as to
independently study the impact of dielectric permittivity on transport.
(b)(a)
Figure 6.3. (a) Mobility vs. doping concentration —a finite-sized dopant limits the
formation of deep traps and the plunge in mobility at low dopant concentrations,
which improves with increasing dopant size. (b) The corresponding α vs. σ curve
showing the limited conductivity looping with increasing dopant size.
6.2 Factors determining the Seebeck and conductivity trade-
off curve
We show the calculated DOS for doping concentration Nd in clusters having size
Cs. As seen earlier doping resulted in a heavy-tailed distribution with a Gaussian
core and a wide quasi-exponential tail (Fig. 6.4(a)). Increasing dopant concentration
lifted the long quasi-exponential tail at the expense of the central Gaussian DOS;
clustering of dopants further amplified this effect, as seen from the similarity between
the DOS curves with cluster size Cs=3 at 2% and Cs=1 at 20% doping. Increasing
the effective dielectric permittivity dramatically reduced the Coulomb interactions
and minimized the tail (Fig. 6.4(b)). A more general way to capture the impact of
dopants is to extract the effective energetic disorder from each DOS curve. Energetic






which can be determined regardless of the shape of the DOS. The additional energetic
disorder is caused by doping as it closely follows the Coulomb interaction energy with
the nearest dopant (Fig. 6.4(c)). Here Nd=Ns as Cs=1 for all cases. Raising the
dielectric permittivity lowered this additional dopant-induced energetic disorder even
at high doping concentrations, nearly restoring the intrinsic Gaussian DOS.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.4. Increasing the dielectric permittivity counteracts the broadening of the
DOS. (a) The effect of doping and clustering on the DOS distribution with intrin-
sic Gaussian width of 100 meV. (b) Increasing the dielectric constant counters the
broadening of the DOS by mitigating the Coulomb carrier-dopant interactions (c)
Additional energetic disorder caused by doping as a function of Coulomb energy for
the standard (εr = 3) and elevated dielectric constants. The grey dashed lines are
linear fits showing that the amount of energetic disorder closely follows the coulomb
interaction energy. (d) Generalized Gaussian shape parameter p vs. doping concen-
tration showing that increasing the dielectric constant keeps the shape parameter
more Gaussian (p≈2) even at higher doping concentrations.
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To capture the impact of doping and dielectric constant on the shape of the DOS,
we liken it to a generalized Gaussian distribution (GGD), a parametric classification




exp [− (A(p)|E|/ΓE)p] (6.5)
where A(p) =
√
γ(3/p)/γ(1/p), γ denotes the gamma function, ΓE is the standard
deviation, and p is the shape parameter. A p value of 2 corresponds to a Gaussian
distribution and smaller the p value is, the heavier the tail of the distribution, as
illustrated in the inset of Fig. 6.4(d) and Fig. 6.5(a). For a given distribution, p can
be estimated by finding the root of M2p/(M
2
p )− (1 + p) = 0 using a secant method,
where Mr is the r-th absolute moment of the GGD [152]. We find that at low doping
the shape parameter p is 2, indicating the DOS is more Gaussian and as we increase
doping p decreases indicating that the tail gets heavier, with p reaching as low as 0.8
at very high doping values (6.4(d)). However, increasing the dielectric constant shifts
the p values closer to 2 even at high doping concentrations, keeping the DOS more
Gaussian.
Since doping affects both the width (ΓE) and shape (p) of the DOS distribution,
we studied their individual impact on the α vs. σ curve. We plot the α vs. σ
curve with constant width ΓE=Γi=100 meV and p values ranging from 0.8 to 2.
We find that at constant width a lower p value has the effect of flattening the α
vs. σ curve leading to a higher power factor (Fig. 6.5(b)). To study the impact
of energetic disorder, first, we used a fixed Gaussian DOS (p=2 in Eq. 6.5, keeping
its width ΓE constant across doping concentrations, and obtained the α and σ at
various carrier densities by moving EF closer to the center. In this case, larger ΓE
shifted the α vs. σ curve down (lower α) and left (lower σ) (grey lines in Fig. 6.6(a)),
with minimal changes to its slope. However, if we let the ΓE increase with doping
concentration by extracting it from the DOS (Eq. 6.4) but keep the shape Gaussian
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(b)(a)
Figure 6.5. (a) Generalized Gaussian distribution with shape parameter p values
ranging from 0.4 to 2, showing the increasing heavy tail as p decreases. (b) The effect
of shape parameter p on the α vs. σ curve with constant width ΓE=Γi=100 meV. At
constant width a lower p value has the effect of flattening the α vs. σ curve leading
to a higher power factor.
(p=2), the resulting α vs. σ exhibited a much higher slope (∝ σ−1/2.5), indicating
that the doping-induced ΓE, while detrimental to transport in general, had a net
effect of lowering α at higher doping concentrations. This can be understood from
the Mott formula in Eq. 4.14. When µ(E) is only weakly varying, the second term is
small, resulting in α ∝ −(EF/ΓE)p−1. A broader Gaussian DOS results in a smaller
Seebeck coefficient while a value of p closer to 1 produces a flatter α curve. The
point EF=0 where α vanishes coincides with 50% doping. Intrinsic disorder plays a
complementary role and dictates an upper bound on the trade-off curve —larger Γi
depresses the α even at low doping and flattens the curve, typically from α ∝ σ−1/2.5
to σ−1/4.
Taking the dopant-induced ΓE while fixing the shape parameter to different values,
however, produced a significant difference in theα vs. σ curve, whose slope decreased
with p (black lines in Fig. 6.6(b)). The difference is largest at low-to-moderate doping
when carriers are predominantly in the tail of the DOS. In the presence of the heavy




Figure 6.6. Effect of the width (ΓE) and shape parameter p of the DOS on the trend
of the α vs. σ curve. (a) The α vs. σ curves for GGD with fixed ΓE (gray lines) and
the α vs. σ curve with ΓE increasing with doping (pink and cyan lines). p is fixed
to 2 for all the cases. (b) The α vs. σ curves for a DOS with shape parameter fixed
to 0.8, 1.2, 1.6 and 2, and ΓE increasing with doping (black lines). The blue and red
lines show the standard case with DOS computed from Eq. 6.4, where ΓE and shape
parameter p are both changing for Γi values of 100 and 200 meV, respectively.The
exponent β of the power law scaling α = σβ vs. doping concentration. (c) β values
extracted from α vs. σ curves from (a). (d) β values of α vs. σ curves from (b).
ET = 〈Ei〉 initially decreased as the trap-like states in the tail, which do not contribute
significantly to transport, are filled first. This results in a lower α ∝ EF − ET ,
decreasing the Seebeck along with the conductivity. The α vs. σ curve with the DOS
computed from Eq. 6.4, where both ΓE and p are varying with doping (solid line in
Fig. 6.6(b)), scales as α ∝ σ−1/8. To precisely examine the slope across the entire
range of doping concentration, we plot the running exponent β = d(ln α)/d(ln σ) vs.
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doping concentration and find that the average exponent values in the flat part of the
α vs. σ curve match well with the slope of the fit lines (Fig. 6.6(c) and (d)).
Previous works have developed empirical relationships between α and σ that scale
as α ∝ ln σ, α ∝ σ−1/4 [206, 62] and more generally α ∝ σ−1/s in the Kang-Snyder
model [81],where s is the transport parameter, without establishing a connection to a
specific material property as shown in Ch. 5. Here we have connected the transport
parameter s to the shape of the DOS as it evolves in the presence of dopant-induced
energetic disorder. We fit the α vs. σ curves of P3HT and PDPP4T from Ch. 5
where we showed that different slopes of theα vs. σ curve stems from a different
shape of the DOS due to the morphological difference in the distribution of dopants
in the polymer. Polymers that retain a more Gaussian DOS due to homogenous
distribution of dopants (PDPP4T doped at 75 ◦C) exhibit α ∝ σ−1/4 behavior whereas
polymers with a heterogenous distribution of dopants that have a more heavy-tailed
DOS exhibit α ∝ σ−1/6 −1/8 (Fig. 6.7(a)).
We obtained experimental data of iodine-doped P3HT and composite of P3HT
with 2% w/w barium titanate (BaTiO3) nanoparticles from our collaborators in the
Chemistry department. The particles are∼10 nm in size and have a narrow size distri-
bution, as characterized with Transmission Electron Microscopy and X-ray Diffrac-
tion. Our collaborators also imaged the elemental composition of the films with
Scanning Electron Microscopy with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS) and
found to have an adequate dispersion of the nanocrystal across the polymer film. They
confirmed that with lower wt%, the BaTiO3 nanocrystals did not interfere with the
crystal packing or orientation of the crystalline domains of P3HT with wide-angle x-
ray scattering and razing-incidence wide angle x-ray scattering studies. The measured
dielectric permittivity of the polymer-nanocrystal composite films with electrochemi-
cal impedance spectroscopy, exhibited a significant increase in dielectric permitivitty
when compared to pristine polymer.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.7. (a) α vs. σ curves of P3HT and PDPP4T from Ch. 5 showing that
polymers that retain a more Gaussian DOS (homogenous distribution of dopants
in PDPP4T doped at 75 ◦C exhibit σ−1/4 behavior whereas polymers with a more
heavy-tailed DOS (heterogenous distribution of dopants) have σ−1/6 ∼ −1/8. (b) P3HT
samples closely fit σ−1/8, whereas, P3HT/BaTiO3 sample that has a higher εr is best
fit with σ−1/6. The simulated data for εr=9 and 12 is included to shown that the slope
further increases to σ−1/5 ∼ −1/4 as the DOS becomes more Gaussian with increasing
εr.
Fitting α vs. σ curves of P3HT and P3HT/BaTiO3 samples that have differ-
ent εr values (Fig. 6.7(b)), we find that P3HT samples closely fit σ
−1/8, whereas,
P3HT/BaTiO3 sample that has a higher εr and therefore a more Gaussian DOS is
best fit with σ−1/6. We further include the simulated data for εr=9 and 12 to show
that the slope increases to σ−1/5 ∼ −1/4 as the DOS becomes more Gaussian in the
absence of long-range Coulomb interactions with increasing εr. Hence, the shape of
the α vs. σ curve is determined by the evolving size (ΓE) and shape (p) of the DOS.
We find that polymers that retain a more Gaussian DOS, stemming from a higher
εr, larger on-site energy, or a more homogenous distribution of dopants, exhibit the
α ∝ σ−1/2.5 ∼ −1/4 behavior, while polymers that encounter significant long-range
Coulomb interactions have α ∝ σ−1/6 ∼ −1/8. It is interesting to note that, at com-
parable values of ΓE, smaller p values have the effect of flattening the α vs. σ (Fig.
6.5(b)), indicating that the ideal DOS for TE applications would be a sharp nar-
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row Gaussian with an exponential tail (small p and ΓE). However, the presence of
an exponential tail due to the dopants is always correlated with an increase in ΓE,
indicating that the path forward is by mitigating the dopant-induced disorder.
6.3 Maximizing power factor with dielectric screening
We fit the experimental data obtained from our collaborators with our simulations
and found that the α vs. σ curve for pristine P3HT can be fit with εr=3.7 whereas
BaTiO3-P3HT composite with εr=5, shown in Fig. 6.8(a). This is consistent with our
expectation that a higher dielectric permittivity will counteract the effect of dopant-
induced Coulomb interactions on the polymer DOS, leading to better charge transport
properties. The simultaneous increase in the Seebeck coefficient and conductivity
results in a tremendous increase in the thermoelectric power factor (PF), as shown
in Fig. 6.8(b). With εr=3.7, we observed a peak PF of 4.8 µWm
−1K−1 in pristine
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8. Higher dielectric permittivity leads to a higher power factor in OSCs. (a)
Plot of simulated α vs. σ values and experimental values of BaTiO3-P3HT composite
and pristine P3HT. BaTiO3-P3HT composite shows a fit to εr=5 while pristine P3HT
fits εr=3.7. The simulations were iterated 25 times; the solid lines represent averaged
values and the shaded region represents the minimum and maximum values. The
horizontal error bars represent the error in the experimental electrical conductivity
due to the variation in film thicknesses. (b) Power factor as a function of carrier
density. There is a ∼4-fold increase in power factor from 4.8 to 16.2 as εr is increased.
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P3HT, which increased to 16.2 µWm−1K−1 with the addition of BaTiO3. Although
the measured εr of P3HT is close to the value used in simulation, there is a discrep-
ancy between the measured εr and the value needed to fit the curve for the BaTiO3
composites. We posit that the value needed to fit the curve may be an effective
dielectric permittivity experienced by the electric fields between charge carriers and
dopant ions, which depends on their average distance from the nanocrystal.
We examine conductivity and Seebeck vs. doping in Fig. 6.9(a). Increasing εr
mitigates dopant-induced disorder and produces a more sharply peaked DOS, boost-
ing Seebeck at high doping due to the increased separation between the transport
energy and the Fermi level (Fig. 6.9(b)). To elucidate the trend of the conductivity
vs. Nd curve and its relation to εr and energetic disorder ΓE we plot the running
exponent ζ = d(ln σ)/d(ln Nd) vs. ΓE for εr ranging from 3 to 12. At lower εr there
is more long-range Coulomb interactions creating deeper traps or heavy tail in the
DOS with increasing doping resulting in the higher range of ΓE in Fig. 6.9(c). Charge
carriers get ‘stuck’ in these trap-like states deep in the tail and do not contribute to
transport. Transport improves at higher doping concentrations when the tail states
are filled, discerned by the steeper conductivity curves in Fig. 6.9(a). Hence the
slope increases with decreasing εr due to an increase in ΓE. Conductivity increases
super-linearly with doping [177], following a power-law [24] trend σ ∝ N ζd , with the
average exponent related to disorder ζ ∝ ΓE (Fig. 6.9(c)).
A narrower DOS reduces the difference ∆ij between energies of neighbouring sites,
which increases the probability of favorable hopping pathways by alleviating the re-
quired thermal assistance by absorption of phonons, resulting in much higher con-
ductivity for the higher εr case. While both Seebeck and conductivity depend on the
complex interplay between doping and energetic disorder, the peaks in the PF exhibit
an inverse trend with energetic disorder, shown in Fig. 6.9(d). Increasing the εr from




Figure 6.9. Power factor enhancement and the role of energetic disorder. (a) α and
σ as a function of carrier density showing the respective increase with increasing εr
at medium to high doping concentrations. (b) Fermi level EF and transport energy
ET as a function of doping concentration showing the increase in separation between
the transport energy and the Fermi level at higher doping concentration at higher εr
values. (c) The exponent ζ of the power law scaling σ ∝ N ζd vs. width of the DOS
(ΓE). The average exponent (ζ̄) is proportional to the average energetic disorder Γ̄E.
(d) Power factor vs. energetic disorder showing that increasing the dielectric constant
reduces the energetic disorder at all doping concentrations and leads to higher power
factor.
while increasing the height of the peak in the PF. Doping is more effective at higher εr
as carriers contribute more readily to transport in the absence of the deep Coulombic
tail. Consequently, we achieve higher power factors at lower doping concentrations
(Fig. 6.10). While there is a modest increase in Seebeck with higher εr at a fixed
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Figure 6.10. DOS with states filled up to the fermi level EF corresponding to the
doping at which the power factor is maximized at εr of 3, 6, 9 and 12. At higher εr
values the peak power factor is achieved at lower doping values.
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doping concentration, reaching the peak PF requires less doping, which effectively
raises the Seebeck at the peak (Fig. 6.11(a)). However, the maximum attainable PF
saturates for εr > 12. Beyond this value, the polymer’s intrinsic energetic disorder
acts a limiting factor in the highest attainable PF. Dielectric screening can only
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.11. (a) Seebeck coefficient corresponding to the maximum power factor
vs. εr for three different intrinsic disorder width Γi. We get an increase in Seebeck
due to both the reduction in energetic disorder and the peak power factor achieved
at lower doping concentration with increasing εr. (b) Maximum power factor and
the energetic disorder vs. εr, showing that gains in the power factor saturate beyond
εr > 12, when they are limited by intrinsic disorder. (c) Conductivity σ and shape
parameter p as a function of εr, plotted at the doping concentration corresponding
to maximum power factor, showing increasing conductivity with decreasing intrinsic
disorder, particularly when low intrinsic disorder and small p value produce a narrow
main DOS with a heavy tail. (d) Maximum power factor and the energetic disorder
vs. εr, showing the gain in power factor by changing the material parameters in the
simulation (average distance between adjacent sites a=0.5 nm, overlap factor γ=0.5
and dopant radius r=3 Å) to values within the expected range in polymers.
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mitigate the broadening of the DOS by carrier-dopant Coulomb interactions but not
the intrinsic disorder within the polymer, which is related to structural disorder and
depends on the polymer’s morphology [4]. In Fig. 6.11(b), we plot the peak PF (left)
and the energetic disorder (right), both as functions of the dielectric permittivity, for
several values of intrinsic disorder Γi (50, 100, and 200 meV), echoing the inverse
relationship between peak PF and ΓE. The p value plays a complimentary role
(Fig. 6.11(c)) as smaller intrinsic disorder makes the DOS tail more pronounced,
leading to smaller p. There is a synergy between screening and morphology—when
dopant-induced disorder is minimized by dielectric screening, conductivity, shown by
black lines in Fig. 6.11(c), becomes inversely proportional to the remaining intrinsic
disorder. At lower intrinsic disorder, the PFmax reached 391 µWm−1K−1, which
corresponds to a TE figure-of-merit of 0.6 at room temperature, assuming a typical
thermal conductivity κ u 0.2 Wm−1K−1 [47]. However, this was calculated with
the same parameters we used to fit the P3HT measured data. Changing parameters
in the simulation to values within the range encountered in polymers, additional
improvements with dielectric screening were observed (Fig. 6.11(d)), with the PF
reaching 2170 µWm−1K−1 at εr=12, which would correspond to a room temperature
ZT of 3.2.
6.4 Conclusion
We find that the shape of the α vs. σ curve is determined by the evolving size
and shape of the DOS and a sharp narrow Gaussian with an exponential tail would
be the ideal DOS for TE applications. However, the presence of an exponential tail
due to the dopants is always correlated with an increase in the energetic disorder and
mitigating the dopant-induced disorder is key for development of organic TEs. We
conclude that increasing both the dopant size and dielectric screening can mitigate
dopant-induced traps and have a positive impact on the transport properties of doped
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polymers with an intrinsically low dielectric constant. Doping is also more effective at
higher dielectric values as carriers contribute more readily to transport and reaching
the peak PF requires less doping. This study opens avenues towards developing more
effective strategies to use dielectric screening for mitigating the effect of dopants in
the DOS. Our results indicate that polymers with high dielectric permittivity and
large dopant ions are a fertile new avenue of research in organic TEs and a path
forward to obtain ZT values well over the highest reported 0.4 so far [87]. Beyond
improving TE performance, we note that most of the improvement we observed in the
PF comes from increases in the conductivity, particularly at low to medium doping
concentrations, which is broadly useful in organic electronics. Long-range Coulomb
interactions also impact other systems such as photogenerated carriers in organic pho-
tovoltaics. Raising the dielectric permittivity of the active layer could increase exciton
dissociation, enhancing photovoltaic performance and improving carrier mobility in
field effect transistors as well.
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